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PREFACE

; - Most of the materials eontained 1m this report
were ©©lleeted by the author while residing In the village 
'©£ Meresiehis Senoras M@xieo0 Fieldwork was dome ever a 
five-month periods— February to June r, 1955— during whieh 
time seventy-one days were spent in aetual residence in

While living in this village I stayed, in a small 
house rented, from one ©f the villagers ̂ and ate with the 
family ©f the man from whom I was renting. When I first 
entered the area I stressed an interest in the history 
of the region in general and'of the ohurehes it eontained 
.in particular. Though my major interest was eoneemed 
with possible survivors ef the ©pata Indian tribe this 
was played down at first beeaus® of a suspected sensitiv
ity of- the people in this section of Sonora to the term 
MIndian” and its application to themselves. Only in 
the first month or so of residence were, questions fre
quent concerning my objectives in living in itoresiehî  
during the later part of the research such questions were 
quite rare. On two or three occasions •! attempted to

I was trying to do, but I

ill



sist@€ ia b@li©¥iBgp mtil tk<® last* tti&t I was iater- 
ested ia raiB@Ss aaS ethsi,,s5 at f lraS at least 3 themght I 
Mas a Pretemtaat ®lssi@aaryo

fhs p îaelgal. fi6M;t@©te®iqm@ msei. was that ©f 
participant ©hservatloBs smppleaented hy s©m® f@m®l 
iat®rwi@i?s o - I nafl© a h©Ms©-t®-M©ms® ©emsms 1m adW&tlea, 
and all ©f th# ##pmlatl@m fl$mr#s appearing her® are 
d m m  fr©m this ©©nsms 'mlsss .it is ®th#rwls# n@t@do Th® 
data w®m ©rgamlg®# into the categories set up t@w ms® 
hj th® Sila-S©m®ra.Ethm©l©gieal File ®f the Bepartmemt ©f

were portrait ph©t@graph@rs t©wa ©©®m@n-transport ̂ ami. 
host t@> mm#" ®f the mmeempieS' B®a @f th® village^ par- 
tlemlarly dmring th© ©■rsBings» Early ia th© field 
periodg m#a from the middle aad lower statms p©siti@a® 
la Moresi©M teogaa freqmoatlmg w  h©ms@i msmally there 
wore: from two ts six mem proseat each ml^t aads at ©a® 
time @r ®m@th©rs -all hmt tw© ©r thrsermem of the village 
appeared» ®th#r roles filled were hmatlag e©mp&ai@as



Uith sem® ©f t$i® w@a®m5 ©mly a f©w w&s4& 
passed: dtaslsig th® ®ati8=® ̂ parley - viXth ©thsrs, friend
ships Tfem d®¥@l©p®d0

■ ; to. ‘■rariems times nearly , h®%s®h©ld ©©satrih-
rnted t© the data m##d im this r®p#rt. Th# bulk ©f th® 
material ©©mes, fr#*, abemt tw®wfej fi®ms®h©Msi imlmded in 
that mmmber are the h@mseh©Ms h@ad®S ibj the eifil @md 
©rimisial jmdg®s the Jmdg® #f laaS -as®, several of- the 
m@st aetive meseal makers s a ©m&t@ra ef the ehw©hs the 
riehest man im' the village, and several headed by p@©pl@ 
@f a© particular distin©ti©no 1 •had ;el®se©t personal 
relationships with the yeimger brether #f the t@wnBs lead
ing entrepreneur5 @m® ©f th® ©anteras^ the civil Jmdg@s 
and the family with wh®m 1 at® = Svert resistance became 
evident ©Ely ©nee when a young girl declined t# answer ■ 
the qmestiens involved in .the ©©msmso M© reason f©r this 
was ever ascertaimed m@r was.the apparent breach ever 
healedc Relationships with the first man contacted in 
th@ villages a p@r®®n referred t@ in Eeresiehi m  "el

s@wc@ ©f suspected amtagemlsm was sensed :©mamating fr®m 
m. impertant village p@rs@aages herein described as the 
“aescal whel©salsrsM wh© |h®i^h always pleasant and c@- 
©perativ®,-was never very cordial0 ■ H® is a e©m®ia #f 
the girl wh@ refused t@ answer the imestioas la the

' . ■ • v  '



©iswmso With ®t the willagsrs a pleasaat



LsSe^ieal mtsK&al Ss pr©g@iat
la SMs tlasslSo I 
wmew sselal

SeaSMs liawe ̂ ®@n-k#pt 1m H@g,s@leli£ &%##% tea yi 
am# ifeb@ttgli mmeh maWg'ial ^©sts la- tfe© 
ia #p©Sep@ it is ia smeh a stmt® ef 4is@5PgaiiiiatisE. 
that weeks womM haw &e#a g'##mig'#4 S® s©at tteeiigh all 
the Bta#k®#-4# g»©@#g#s«, l@t 4@alt with h®g# is the 
%m#@ti®ag Mte® the phea®ffi@m £mm£ la Me^esiehi tfpisal 
©f wral Seaeraa seeietF?" A aslated rssea^eh 
was. mSeatakea hy Th@ma@ B<, liatsa tha'i 
answer, this tm©sti@B ' (Hiatsns 1996©) <> It is p©s 
that m#r® Seseriptiw material is. ia#lm#®@ 
thaa is aeeessazw t© treat.the states pi

as e©B^l®t© as p@
■ la prsseatiag all

s paper

th® #e##riptl©a mad la iatsspretiag s
3@©as I 
-18

what•I 
la a 81 c

resiele&e© o I w©«M f’e®! ameh m#r@ seew® if 
ir© tese

vll



This, tMsis wag d#m@ tmdLes tbs diwe ti@a axis. 
stimBlatioB ©f Stev IfiwaM Ho Spleer.s and it it were ©mg- 
ternary t@ dsSi©at@ Mastsr0 ® tbsgss ■>. tbis w@mM b® dsdi- 
@at@S -t© Milo His gmldam©®, b@lps. and ©ritieism b®t#r®g 
dmriBga and after the fieldwork-period are primarily 
responsible for any,merit this report asy have» . F@r all 
of the aid h® -has gives @@ 1 wemM liM t@ egress the

will
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It has b#em estimated that whea Emrapems first 
eater®# aerthera Seaem la 1936 th© gi©gimlati@a @f the 
r@gi©a may have ©xe@®€@d 6#,@@0 (#a#er 1939s 5). fhis 
'flgus?6» if eonpsotj,. would laelu#© ©aly these gremps them

pidentified as either Opatas ©r J@vas.. M©st amtherities 
agree that the ©patas had a Tlgerem#, well ©rgamised eml- 
tmre ©eaterimg aromad irrigati®# agriemltmre. Farthers 
they were pointed t® as-the ©mltaral smp®ri@rs ©f all 
the sarreanding.p@@plesi it has been said that by these 
Earepeams wh© knew them they were ©©nsldered f0 .■» the 
m©st highly ©iwlllsed gr@ap between th© northern limits 
©f th# Bahaa area and- the e@mthw@st ©r Faefel® region"

taral. snd etlmie entity” (Jehnsen 195©i 7) ° The statement 
— the ©patas "hav# ©#mpl®t#ly;disappeared”— will be 
slightly modified In th3s papers yet there seems t® be 
little d@ubt that as & ©altwal and ethnic entity they



i#l@h ©utliaiBg the M s t © ^  ©t the
gest s@me faets^s . tliBt pm®t haw been ©f basle

t, smg-

f@#t la the 6 
aftea

,lmaes Gaheza S® ¥aea ŵ s, 
seweaai years from th® 
j, passed through the S©E@ra 

M w r  valley0 this was 1m the year 1535 #r 1536 (Smith 
%$‘3§ § passim) tit I# a# th© first Spaaiard t© lead a for-

14
with the -Biver la 1533» After making hrisf @

peepl© there he tmn®d back with#
th# Qpat©r£a (Saasr 1932 g liyi3) <=
th# Fraa©iseaas Fray Earees d© ®lg&s wh® left dmli&eam

*im 1539 t© seek th® .fabled seven cities of g©Ms 
that had beeh heard @f ■ by d@ Taea® Traveling tag what 
have been th# B@m@ra Elver valleyp fee was th® first 
Spaaiard t© deliberately travel the ©atir® length ©f 
is a©w th# State ®f S@m©ra® later,> im 1539» Melchior



and this failure appears t© have had a dampemlmg effeet 
®m ©xpl©mti®a ©f the area fsr tweatj years ©r m©r®,
The next.emtrada Imt© genera was met mmtil 1565 wh@a 
Frame is©© S@ Ibarra#' having © ©me north along the base ®f 
the Sierra Madre mountainss arrived 1m the vicinity ©f 
the village ef Gerasemes. From her® he weat north and 
east, erossimg .ever imt© what is m©w the state of Chi
huahua o He eventually returned south, with his exit from



daughters ©f the IMiaas ameTOUs Spaaish soldiers. As 
a result #f these liaiseas the first two mestig® i©E®raas 
wen bora (ibid.).

Effestiw eoatrel ef aortherm Soaera was achieved



tetras 1m Seaera wer# f©mm#ed duirlng this period § Snaqui



@ fej Fate© Ff>®ff@iak@m amd w i t t m  1m 179̂ —95$ eewsrs 
th® perisd immedlatsly bef#g# th# ©f the
Jssmits £a 176? = It raâ 1 taken as ®vl4®me# that the 
Intm-SpaBlsh ©emfIi©ts» hegm. 1b the middle ©f. the 17th 
©©Btuzyj,- with thesis1 potentially great. ©ffWts em the



gattemma' In aoz'thera :Si 
1762s of © former total of on® 
es^y twenty-four Inhabit©^ places

la the year 
and nlnety-elghf5

A #  problem pres©ate€ by the Apache raids
was further e@mplieat@d by 
the coastal dwelliag Seri

have one© buraW a ranch near

uIt8s

say© 19511

@m the state of h®- 
epldemic 0 e . « 

,® Seri - and the spear 
25)0 In 1751 Sonora8

$@9 begs 
sy are reported t© 
p@ in the San Miguel 

1 and Seri attacks on 
author, remarking ©pi- 

ia Sonora9 ts say9 
has been for years» th@ 
>f the ApacheE (Budo En- 
1 troubles were again



©©-woipkisi0® „ .

Biffieulti®s witiiî b© Apaehes 266&ehM a peak abmfc 
' 185© ( W l l y s  1932 s . 2 5  ) b e<I th@B gradMBllj abates as p^es- 
smre tos br®i2£ght t® bear ©m them^ iE tfa® a©rths by the 
westmrS m®vlmg Ameneaas. % e  Seri to the itest war® 
e©nfiB©S to their ©oastal strip thremgh Mexieaa military 
activitieso Mmeh ©f the area ©ace abaadeaed was gradually 
reoecupieds theugh t© this Say many @f the mines and 
ranches that were abandoned during the late 17th and 
l8th centuries have never been reinhabited0 legion are 
the stories si lost minesa buried missisn treasure^ and 
actual ruins ®f settlements j, all dating frsm this period „

Ssurees e©wring the missisn and colonial periods 
f©r northern Sonora are almost - unanimous in citing sev
eral characteristics of the ©pata-lteiSe contact situation= 
Among these are the following which.may have significance 
to the understanding ©f the Opatas8 “disappearance”? (1) 
Mission fathers were sought and welcomed by the Indianss 
and Europeans in• general found the Qpatas willing and 
cooperative workers; (2) European"culture was eagerly 
taken over by the Indians with material culture, reli-



imt® by the iKiSians am# th© Spanish; (4) The Opatas
'©ly twm-wer® first-elass soldiers %ho<

these talents against the Europeanss were in almost

The only large seal® Opata rebellion took 
in 1821 and was neither long lasting men widespread 
(Handy 1829s 55)° Th® Opatas did take pant in the vari
ous distunbanees in genera fellewimg the leziean War ©f 
lnd@pendene@| am Opatas second in command to the Yaqui 
Banderass was taken to Arisp® and shot in 1832 (Ny© 1861;
55)° About this time 
soldiers t@ staff the 
therm frontier and al, 

i«s o Then

as regular 
along the nor- 

m@ rai

trawler 
in 1806 i!

(Bartlett 1854s.444)® and a report 
„t©s the preseaee ©f soldiers in

©f a nation called Opejam



tera indlo Imdiam. Sine© th© early part ot the 17th 
eeatury,. th@;' iBdiahs- had, b©,©n. mewed first from their small 
rameherfas t© missi@a settlemeats^ from the mission set- 
tlememts to mimes.and,haclemdass am# from all of these 
they were freqmeatly displaoed.by the activities of the 
various hostile Zsadliaa groups 0 Begiming with the work 
of the Jesuit missionaries s and continuing with the 
ministrations of eivil officials/mine ownerst haeendadoBj, 
and army officers, the Opatas were ©ontinually -exposed 
to Europeans and■European culture0 By the. end of the 
19th century this continual exposure t© European ways 
and customs had resulted in the almost complete extinc
tion of any whole identifiable as ©p&ta culture, and■the



11
Tbla t@rr±t#gy was @me® the p@@s®ssi®n ®f the large tribe of ©pata ZaSiaass, wh© are tow civil- izeio They have lest their languages rellglem, and tmfiiti®Bss dress like the Mexicanss aad 1m1b to way dlstlBguishabl® from the class ®f ilexie® with which they arethrough frequent intermarriages

report in. the year 19©2. describes the same e@h- 
ditien prevailing in the San Miguel valleys and further 
cites the Indians0 reluctance t© speak their mm language 
©r to behave in any way that would distinguish them from 
their neighbors (Hrdlieka 19©4i 57)=

Todayp in the San Miguel valleys this reluctance 
t# identify with am aboriginal group, is still found among 
those wh© may admit Indian ancestry0 It is recognised 
as a fact by the inhabitants ©f the valley that some of
the res there are .descended the indigenas ©r

4

neither group5 the Indian descendant a©r the
is knows, with any degree ©f certainty who 
inhabitants ©f the valley were ©r #aat thi 
During" the period ©f this study a continu

ous attempt was made t© ©licit from imfermants a. name 
te apply t© the Indians ©f .the region 0 In the early 
part of the. study the most common term received was

Indians and Whites alike5 aad both at times 
Yaqui as possibilities, Only a few



guesso ■fb© wsy Sistiaet iapr©ssi©B was gained that 
mamg- @f th@s@ 4@se@B<l©4 fi?w IMlsssas-traly did met knew 
the 6®ra©et mam® of th@ atoemigimal greup, and also that ■ 
they felt a® tie with the past through am association with 
a named ethmi© gmmp 0 Later im the. study mere people 
admitted ©p&ta aaeestryV but ia mo ease did aay©m@ claim 
ties with a e@atemp©rary ©thmie group hearing that mame0



cmptse IT

THE ¥ I L M ®  @F MEIESICHI

Th© ¥a.ll®y ©f th® b£® S m  Migmel is tb© m©st 
TOst©rIy ©f th© femr mmj©^ gTvmr mllsys im H®^th-e@Btml 

Borth-^eastem S©B©ra<> T® th® east @¥©b th© Sierras 
Aeon©hi am# Sam Amt@ml®g is th© valley ©f th© Ei@ S@m©m0 
Though th® Sam EigH@l Elver is a tributary ©f th® S©m@ra 
liver the p@imt ®f jumetur® is marks# by marr©t?s wiM 
eanyomsp smfi Tittle G®mmmmi@atl®m passes betweem the 
tim valleys at this point * T© th® west ©f the Sam Miguel.- 
valleyg agaim ©ver Bowtaims» lies the bread plaim ©r 
11am# ®f the l£o Sam Job whsreia. is ToestM the major 
north-south highway ©f the states as well as the maj©r 
railroad o- Though dlmtamees from the large towns ©f the 
Sam 'Jon valley t© the villages ©£ th® Sam Miguel are met 
greats the peer reads that run ever th® separating 
mmmtaia ranges ar© a® ©ffeetiv® Barrier, t© all hut de
termined travel o ^©meeting th© tw© valleys art several



(see Map 1)«, Pr@m. her# th@ desoent: is m p M  t© tillsd 
agriomltural landss nanehes ̂ and finally t© Gmemrpe 
itselfs l@©at@d abemt thirty-fiw© miles fr@m Magdalenac

was fmmded sometime areuad 165© as a Jesuit missi©B t@ 
the Emdeve Indians (Villa, 195.1s 935 B#lt®m 19488 lagl)* 
The ruins ©f th© © M  mlssien ar# still promimemt high 
ab©w the village ©n a terrace-t®p fr©m , where a view @f 
the valley may b® had. M#st ©f th® t © m  Is now located 
on a ledge below the ©rest of the terrace and above the 
flood plain of the river 0 Houses ar© #m® or tt?@ deep 
©n S©th sides of. the " read which passes, directly through 
the settlement« Cueurpe is th© seat ©f a mualeipie and 
has a small plagay a band stand, and am official build
ing! and the town in general has little to distinguish
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Map 1. Sketch map of the San Miguel valley region of 
north-central Sonora, Mexico.
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Meric© 0 Though. G 
ly with the other parts ©f the Sbe Miguel valley, it b o w  
appears to have more ties with the area t© the west 
than with the villages t© the s©mth» The road to Mag- 
ctalesaa is more: ©r less regmlarly: graded, aad is ©pm most 
of the year. It carries fairly heavy truck traffic asad 
an occasional automobile passes between the two townso 
Cuourpe is also on the cattle route from the Sonora 
valley t© the railheads in Magdalena and in Santa teas 
very frequently the trip between the two points is de
layed by herds of cattle moving slowly along the road.

doing south out ©f Ouemrp© the road descends into 
the river bed and, during most of the year, the major part 
@f it for the next fifteen miles is under a foot ©f water. 
At this point the valley is extremely narrow. The road 
winds through a canyon often less than one hundred yards 
wide, while en both sides rise cliffs and hills often

?@d feet high. The red rock walls, the large
sver

years ago to write, of the beauties of the northern San 
Miguel valley, and it does not seem t© have changed. 
Several small ranches are passed, perched on flat places 
on the river bank in front of small canyons, before 

is reached. This * entire section ®f the valley



wat®r@Sj, amd ©ztSB®iv©ly eultiiratsd wb@r@ there Is agri
cultural IstnS« . ■

fuap® has a similar hlst@ry to €ueurp@s am# like 
that village is legated ©m the east bank ©f the river0 
Again ©me ©f the first sights is the.village is the 
m@um€ ©f ruins associated with the present church <, The 
Mahitati©ms are located ©m th® terrace-t@p along with 
the churchx, amd all ©f the structures are more ©r less. 
randomly placed rather tham heiig located is relation t© 
the road» There are ©mly about fifteen h@use units @m 
the terrace-topbut - from this p®iats loeklmg ©ut over 
the river valley below* several more may be' seem. Both 
Tuap® amd Oucurp® have deelimed im pspmlatiom in the



th© village with which this study deals 0' ' 1,1k® the 
ethers» it is @m a terraee-tep and leeks ©mt ever the 
valley which at this peint Is something ever ©a#-half 
mil# wide, Meresiehij, like I’uap® a is comisarfa ©f the 
mmilelpl© ©f Opodepe, Fr©m Meresiehi the road eentlnues 
south past the small settlement ©f La Hess tie San Juan' 
and later passes the small ranchs Sam Jess, After cross
ing the river, which again flows at this point much ©f



Th@ ■rallê  at this p@imt wideas ©mt and them eeatiami 
to do s®i h@g@ It is a mil© @r more ia width«

lotions s ©a© goes 
,g aaether to th<ly to eaz’hOj, aa@th@g to 

valleyg and the valley read oomtlanes to the south0 Be

lt is eoaaeeted to ©podepe by eighteen 
miles of good mad which is heavily traveled by trucks0 
From here the road elimbs mp and over the mountains.in 
back of Rayon and-then descends to Garbo, a 
valley t# the west, located on the railroad„

In the.San Miguel valley, small one- a 
family ranches are located between all of the 
villagesand the observer. is impressed by th<a 
habitations and the amount of agricultural activity0 
©hly a few stretches of the river valley are untomchedi 
■all of the land.suitable.for fammimg is cultivated at 
son©, time of the year and hence fenced off from the 
cattle that browse along the river eeurs© = In addition 
to the ubiquitous cattle, men @m horseback and women and



mountains in back ©f the Mills» are covered by mixed 
L©wer Smcram desert y@g®tati@n including eM©ll&* oe©- 
till©a and pitahaya cacti5 pal© verde smd mesqult© trees s 
many types of low bmshes s and very little grass covero

description of the Village 
TM@ terrace on wMleM EeresieMi is built is #m the
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Map 2. Plan of Meresichi, Sonora, Mexico— 1955.
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the southern 

-Ilk®
■©a cleas? of

most #f the larger 
of the ¥ill®g©0 H< 

melther is 
th® scSg® ®f

the valley wiafiing to th@ north a M  t© the somtlis with 
’si lam# that

also are the two j 
than a vaeaat 

s terra© © a view'

Imvial plaln^ terraees and ridges lead up to: the higher 
hills beyonda wh&l© te the rear ©f the village brash- 
covered ridges rise rapidlys ultimately reaching the 
.higher hills and mountains of the Sierra d# San Antoni© 

Though possibly not as old as Gpodepe, Tiaapes 
€u©urpes Mereslchi has beea a ,recognised settlement sine 
sometime'before I763 when
ranch# depopulated as: a result of Apache depre- 
the area (lud© Emsay® 1951° 143Jo It was reinhabited 
sometime before 1.828 when it was cited as ®m® ©f the 

places in the San Miguel valley (-Hardy 1829s 
Census report# for the year 1895 indicate that it 

was" inhabited then (lesumen®#. 1895s'" 48), which was veri
fied by the town8 s older settlers o . It h 
©usly inhabited since the ff8©3s and-It seems highly 
probable, from Informants0 statements, 
has continued t® be inhabited sine© the early.19th een 
tury o From time t© time



p&sees @f st©B@ artifaets itima.'. ups imdleatlmg a
pesslbl®. prs-Eurepeaa eeritaet h&bit&tlm @f tb® terme©- 
t@p= .i Msst-'ef these artifacts when f©un&s exelufilng the 
pmjeetil® p@iBtss ai°@ ptat t@ us® by the e#mtemp@*wy 
villagers o ©11a "bmrials have apparently been founS while 
exeavatiBg f©r Sirt t© make ad@b@ brieW „ HetMig re- 
mains @f these finSs In the village at this time

The village ©©BtaiBS seventy-eight strnaetweg all 
made ©f either adobe briek ©r some e©mbimati©m ©f adobe 
bricks brwha and rocks o Only on® horns© in th# village 
has a com#let® exterior surface ©f plaster ®r stuec©0 
Most of the houses» dm© to th® effect. ®f the weather #m 
th® unprotected/ exposed brick surfaees, appear extreme- 
ly old and worn 'even when comparatively new rad strae-



small®!3 stringes1® that hold up th,® -w®ot0 % ®  rdof, which



chimneys or sm@ke holes s and. some have no windows 0 
Though by using two- ©r more frames ©f these easas cl© dos

or more rooms may be builts most 
ef those in Mereaiehl consist ©f only ©me room and an at- 

led oookimg ramada o Where' the cooking ramada is■
pr@seats the adobe structure is used solely as a sleep-

Th© villagers say that tw© houses her© are of an
d© dos mabes in frameworka have

instead of walls of adobe brisk* walls made of mortared 
stream cobbles0 Many of the house ruins* particularly 
those found around the church* appear to be from houses 
of this type. When this type of house was built the 
women constructed the walls * that is* they did the mortar 
ingo Mew only men engage in house construction* and 

cs are used only as footing, for the adobe bricks,
In the flat-roofed house style the interior walls 
.'plastered and' whitewashed but in the casa d®

dos nabes almost never0 The interiors ef most houses
ly by the'are dark* many rooms being: illuminated on 

light coming in at the doer0 Windows* few in number in 
all ©f the houses.* are always provided with closeable 
shutters and often barred with iron grills c In even the 
best houses household furnishings are sparse and at most 
include plain wooden-chairs and tables* simple cabinets*



made, .tafei®, a aittiiag bemeh- mad® ©f -a split leg with 
pegged legs added 5 amd a few w@@d@m ©r eaFd'b©as?d Iboxes

©f these items' are found la the e©@kiag m®ad®s and the 
sleeping r@®m e©ataims ©alj a few hely pietmres ©a the 
walls» a calendarg pessihly .am @ M  trmks mad la the ©@r- 
a@rg ©mt ©f the way,, the rolled up sleeping mats mad® ©f. 
plaited palm fronds» flies© mats# ©r petates as they are 
eailed# aro used for sleeping hy well ©¥®r half ®f the ' 
villagers.

In the ©asas-d®'d©s mahes amd 1m mest of the 
p@@r@r houses the ramada Is th® family and s©eial ©eater# 
and it is.her® that ©aests are.Seseiyed 0 #i@a used la 
such a way. the rmmada is ©ftea walled ®a all sides# tout
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a selM platform with a fii°© area ©m t@p ©ael©s©4 @m

tw® inehes thick = When ins M e  s thesd 
, placed 1m the with' a metal ®f

m@k# as im many hsiises# they are l@oat®d im ©me 
®f the Jd 
I t® the fire-
feet separates the interior wall from the exterior®

®€ Im the middle j,

hem® Im this latter ©as® the wall S@-

Emtirely erne lose# ®m the sides amd the. fesek with 
bricks, this ehirasey, marrowimg toward the t#^, is 
capped with a foot high external ©hirameyj located ©m the 
-top ,@f' the hottses, it i® thatched over with grass & mud, 
and dirt,.and the smoke escapes through holes im the 
side® Ihes© little square construetioms, perched on top 
of the houses'with their thatch and "windows" for the 
smoke, look more like small bird houses. than what they 
are® Very common throughout the San Miguel valley, thess 
chimneys are quite rare in the valley t© the west® ' They- 
lend the flat-reefed adobe houses a dlstimctlv® air ®

Most cooking utensils are of blue enameled metal
ware, with the infrequently made clay ©lias used to con
tain water® Various sises- ©f tin cams, in addition t© 
the clay pottery, are used for water and
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Plate 1. (Upper left) View of the San Miguel River look- 
ing north toward Mereaichi. (Upper right; The "plaza." 
(Center) Street scene showing the two house styles.
(Lower left) Flat-roofed house with cooking ramada.
(Lower right) The school.



ever the fire = Other kitchen furnish
ings Include metal grinders used for meats ̂ coffeej, and ■
f©r grinding eermg metateSj, either tripod typ
at the store er slabs found in the bushj both
two-handed umiface man@@i galvanised water bmekets used

water 1m from the wellsi amd Imbsome of the home 
i, cupboardsp and wooden shelves used t© 

store, b!seellaxieoBS items, ©lass jars and bottles are 
highly prised because of their impermeability to insects9 
animalsp and dampmessp and also because ef their scarcity 

Hob©- of the houses has electricity ©r running 
water« The only source of electric power im the village 
is a gasoline-powered generator» This machine is pri
vately owned and is used to provide light in the village

,d© illumination for outdoor dances <,
111 water used in the homes is transported by hand from 
either the many wells located in back of the houses or 
from the irrigation ditches that rum at the base of the 
terrace face» 1© homes have interior plumbing and only
three have exterior privies= Elimination takes place in 
the arroyos and bushy patches in and around the village = 
em houses have ramsdas set off from the living unit



the cMurehs th@ seheelj

f is
'g@st single

in th©
The seheel
radis 
stands in 
local

d in any wagr ©x©@| 
The cemisanla  ̂

llo Is

r the flagpole 
©2° the office of the

t© conduct f@CTial eiyil mattes’® and as a repository for
notable by the large 

©on its hinges5 is only 
siien feet squares and is rarely usedo There are 

?-storied buildings ia the village^ but there is 
marked contrast in height between th® square flat-reefed 

th© lower casas•d® d@s mabes0 Many of th® 
sr t̂ pies hardly exceed eight feet la heights con

trasting with fifteen, t# twes 
celling varietyo

Ther© are flffy-mla© households in Meresiehij, a 
household herein being coasidered -as those people who- A ’ 
Sleep under th® same roofs and who share cooking facili
ties with this group



t@<sa famllie® ̂ tlaese a@t living ia s@pamt@ mitss 
real## ia (giglat ami tip Is difslliag® with saeh. @f the 
familiem ©©empjlag. s ©©mplst® “apartmeat»K

ftigmie&XlsFi, the average M©ss®h©M is ©©mpesed. @f 
either a flat-reefed - adobe straetiare staaSiag alea® ©r 
a ©asa de d©s aabes with the attached e©@king ramada» 
©.ut'by.i Idliags are rare am# where they fi® exist' they are 
»f brash and are msed primarily f@r animals 0 $h® hemses
are built @a paresis ©f land ©f irregular sis© = fhe. 
land ass©eiat®d with the h©us© may either streteh t® the 
rear ©f the- buildingj, be in frent ©S &ts ©r surround it 
©n all sides o It. is as ©item unfen©@d as fenced 0 S©m® 
®f the hemes ef th® mere well-t@-d# have cerrals near
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Sk® mg® mm# sss mti®s In tills village as1® almest 
identical to thee® ef raral M@xic© as a whel® 0 The lat-



Ihere are three ranches in this eategeryj their inhabi
tants are members' ©f families the major part ©f which 
live in Meresichi? the children from these ranches are 
to be seen in the village daily» the men from them often 
work in the village* etc* This stndy does not include 
the people -'■who ■ live in La Mesa d® San Juan or Bode© who* 
though closely connected with Meresichl in most respects* 
did. not form part of the unit of observation @f this 
studyo It is possible that the inclusion ©f these people* 
closely connected with those ®f Meresichl in daily life* 
might eliminate any irregularities in the population ■:
:figures* particularly the ratio of males t® females» Im 
this area* where many men migrate t© the United States 
t© work amd most women remain im the villages ©f their 

1* it is

some question regarding the sis® of 
recent past = Many of the villagers 
point o Some say that at the turn ©f 
site was virtually :. abandoned i others 
about the same size then as new, G<t 
show the population of Meresichl as

There Is 
sichi in the 

@m this 
the 

that it was



Us l@&eem?aei@so . In 1895^ m m  'has 
speakers ©f Opata listed f©r tix® .©podepe district 

(Hesumenes 1895« 36)» and the ether^ -six years lafeerv 
reports twenty-six speakers; @f'the language in the dis
trict (Gens© 1901s S6)0 In trying to estimate the size 
©f. f-omer populations ̂ the number @f house ruins* , which 
Is .great* is @f little help0 When a house is a© longer 
struetmrally sound it is abandoned* the usable b@s 
salvaged, and then used .in the new house * usual!

ie.dos mabes it is neei
sary t© virtually rebuild it* replanting the posts or. 
replacing them* clearing away the accumulated debris* etc, 
It is ©ften easier t© merely move to a new location and 
start afresh 0 ©a® old mam could point to the ruins ©f
tw@ houses close by-th® om® h® new lives, la* wherein 
during his seventy-eight years h© had resided»

types found.within the village are

hair* and e 
in various

with extremely ^̂ ms,
who. shew these characteristics 

families display eonst©!,- 
risties that mark them as

dark hair* skin* and eyes5 marked lip ©versions moder-
mll-dev
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Plate 2. (Upper left and right) Individuals considered 
to be White. (Center) The baseball team; individuals from 
all of the "racial" and economic status groups are pres
ent. (Lower left and right) Individuals classified as 
Indians.
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eomMned with a short, low noses seant facial hair; short 
stature* and others. Contrasting with this group are 
many people who display none of these characteristics 
and who*', physically*:, would be indistinguishable from a
northern European-derived'population, - in addition to

■these distinctly different physical types there are many 
individuals who have* to varying degrees * some features 
associated with both groups. For the purposes of this 
paper these three physical types will be considered as 
three points ©n a continuum of phenotype; Indian* Mes
tizo* and White. It should be made explicitly clear* how
ever* that these terms are not meant to delineate racial- 
historical background. Instead the terms* which will 
be clearly defined in the following chapters* are equally 
social and racial.categories»

Many terms are used in the literature on Mexico 
and other parts of Latin America to indicate the physical- 
racial characteristics of a particular village* e.g. Old 
Spanish* 'Ladin©* Indian* Mestizo* etc.. Hon® ©f these 
are suitable for•Meresichi; the town contains elements 
that could be called Indian* some that qualify as Mes
tizos* and others that appear to be White. Though it 
may seem unlikely that after around four hundred years 
of contact "pure" and unmixed Indians.could remain* 
many individuals a© appear. The situation might be
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summed up as one where* though intensive contact has 
taken place between the two stocks over a period of sev
eral hundred years* the process of mixture has not so 
far resulted, in a “mestizo" population. It should also 
be noted that the White stock has been* and is* -continue 
eusly re-lmforeed by emigrants from the cities* and in 
...the past* directly from Europe, -

language and Education 
The only language spoken in Meresichi is Spanish, 

The aboriginal language is entirely gone and is remembered 
in the speech of the present inhabitants by only a few 
place names* names of plants * and a word or two in the 
■ general vocabulary, Throughout the period of this study 
an attempt was made to find a speaker of Opata and* 
though continual reports were had of this or that old 
•person who could handle the language* no individual was 
ever uncovered who knew more than a few words of a 
language referred to as Opata. Some of the Whites in 
Meresichl felt that some of the older Indians should be 
able.-to speak it* but as each was approached the ability 
was denied^ Many admit that their parents spoke the 
•language but they themselves- were not taught it. In 
1902 it was noted by Hrdlicka that only Indian residents 
of the valley, over thirty spoke Opata and that the
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younger1 people always employed Spanish (Hrdllcka 1904s 
74),' The possibility exists that one or more of the 
old people of the village speak the language, though all 
denied it. Further, mo one in the village, Indian or 
White, states that he has ever heard any of the present 
villagers speak a language other than Spanish. The as
sumption , that some of the villagers eeuld .©r should speak 
an Indian language was expressed by other villagers, on 
the basis that some of the parents of the oldest people 
in Meresichi were known, to have spoken one.

Many of the men in the.village have passed periods 
of time in the United States, but the only person who 
has a .command of English is a storekeeper who has learned 
it from books alone. Many of the men know words and 
phrases but only this one can converse. They attribute 
their inability to.speak English to the fact that they 
associated primarily with Mexicans while in the United 
States. The only other language represented in the 
village is Yaquii some of the men who have worked in the 
southern part of the state, having picked up a few words.

Formal education is received in a one room build
ing facing the "plama." The building, plain on the out
side, is unadorned on the inside,except for a black board 
hanging in front of the room. There are seats and 
benches for about thirty-five pupils but places to write



for about half that number„ The school has only the 
first three grades and specialises in reading, writing, 
arithmetic, and Mexican history5 world geography and 
general history are also taught. Many students attend 
not only.the initial three years, but also the major part 
of the eligible age period, which is from six to.fifteen 
years of age. These children, usually girls, repeat the 
various offerings several times. Though attendance is 
nominally compulsory, many children attend only sporadi
cally and others not at all, .On any given day during 
school groups off;children may b© seen playing in the 
streets, and even among those where interest is high at
tendance often suffers due to illness, agricultural 
work, or family affairs, .

The school 1m Meresichi is run by the federal 
government and all funds for its operation come from 
Mexico City, Two daily sessions are held, erne in the 
morning and one in the afternoon, and each takes about 
two hours. The school draws pupils from both Rode© and 
La Mesa de San Juan, neither of which has its own. In 
these three communities, and in:the nearby ranches, there 
are ninety children of the proper age to attend schools 
only forty-seven ar® enrolled in the school at the present 
time and. rarely more than thirty attend ®n any single 
day. The total figure of eligible-age children, ninety.



Includes an unknown number who may have finished three 
©r mom years ©f classes, s© the discrepancies between 
possible and actual number of enrollees Is not as great 
as It seems0 . Those students wishing more education must 
go to;either Bayon or Magdalena, as Opodepe8s school 
goes only up t© the 4th grade3 the school at Querobahi 
goes to the 6th grade« The school teacher, whs is very 
well paid by Mereslehi. standards, receiving six hundred 
pesos a month, has herself a sixth- grad® education In 
schools very similar to that ©f Mereslehi„

The illiteracy rat® for the town is not known0 
Many of the adult men have difficulty reading and some 
cannot write, many of them from the more well-to-do 
familieso There has been a school in;Mereslehi since at 
least .1893 when the annual treasury report contains am 
item covering school expenses im the village (Cuenta 189*4 
HP). The present, school building was built within the 
last ten years.

The larger Community and World View 
■■. To most of the village dwellers the munidpi© is
the largest unit of personal Interaction^ it encompasses 
the area, in which, in the normal course of the year $ s' , 
events, they may expect to travel, Most of the people of 
Mereslehi will visit Opodepe at least ©nee a year and .



@ft@n referred tos for mo other reason than for a change 
of scenery or to visit friendsi when women go^ there is. 
usually some social event— a. wedding, a funeral, a has©- 
ball game, or some other„ Several of the older and 
poorer women of Mereslehi have not been to Opodepe for 
several years, while the town8s more mobile residents, 
the truck owners, make weekly or bi-weekly trips to 
Querobafoi, Santa Ana, Magdalena, and less often to Her- 
mosillo, Nogales, and even Tucson0 As braceros or 
alambrlstas, as the "wet-backs" are known locally, many 
of the town8 s males hay© covered most of Sonora, the 
southwestern United States, the west coast states, and 
some have been as far east as Chicago*

There is much contact between the inhabitants of 
Mereslehi and the two nearby settlements of La Mesa and 
Rodeo, Many of the people living in the three places are 
genealogically related, and almost all have strong eco
nomic and social ties, The children of the two nearby 
settlements come to Mereslehi to school and many of 
them pass the day there, Adults eome to the store or to 
workj dances and parties in any of the three are attended 
by people from the other twos church services in Mere
slehi are attended by people from both Rodeo and- La



Gmtaet with Opodep@s Fuehl© ¥i@i@s aaS fmpe is 
less lat@n@©p and though «©st, ez0 all @£ th@ iahabitaats 
of them© sswezal vlllagss ka@w @aeh ©thes fej a@m®^ the 
MeresiehiaB views the residents ef these more distant 
villages with some suspiei©Ho The remark was ©ften 
passed that'some eaution was necessary when passing 
through Tuape* that the people there were liable t@ 
cause trouble. Be dangerous individuals were ever named^ 
the feeling Is directed toward the inhabitants generally, 
A similar and unexplained feeling is present in the vil
lage directed against other Heresiehians, An emphasis 
is placed on keeping doors and windows closed and locked 
when the house is- unguarded9 to keep out both animals 
and "bad people,”. A determined burglar would have n© 
difficulty in entering the most secured house as the 
customary method is to pull the door closed from the 
outside while at the same time pulling a ©hair up against 
the closing-door. Bo tales of past thefts from houses 
were ever heard9 nor were attempts to uncover the mam®
©f erne "bad person" successful. This feeling ©f suspi
cion is intensified the further on® moves9 figurative
ly , from the village. While strong feelings ©f identi
fication are felt by all Meresiehians with the state of



Soaora^ the Meresiehian is not quite sure that all others 
in the state are as law abiding as he himself 1%. in 
faefs he is sure that they are note Attachment t© Mexico 
as a .nation, though strong, is less personal than the 
feeling toward the state* With the nation they identify 
themselves against ether nationsi with Sonora they unite 
against the rest of Mexico» This attitude- toward the 
Mexican State would be readily understandable t© an 
American "state11 s right@rs,s the Republic has meaning 
principally as it is composed ©f people from Sonora* The 
derogatory term "guaefao" (Sp* guaches tough, despicable 
man?) is applied to all Mexicans not bora in Sonora, par
ticularly if they are from the southern states (©f* 
tester 1948g 33)» This, dislike of southern Mexicans may 
stem partially from the lack ©f contact with-them, al
most none ©f the inhabitants ©f Meresiohi ever.haying 
been in any other Mexican state *

Such names as Tucson, Bigbe®, Phoenix, and Los 
Angeles are more familiar to the villagers than are the 
names of Mexico*s major cities* All of the people haw



toward the United States im general are favorable! most 
of the brae eras have had. good experiences while working 
in the northg or at least they have had enough pleasant 
times to balance the unpleasant, . Some men remarked on 
harsh bosses er border officials» and there were many 
tales ©f hardships encountered^ particularly when the 
individual had been a "wet-back^" yet most seemed to con
sider the trips as adventures to foe savored and long, re
membered . A trip t® the United States is considered a 
valuable part of a youth1 s. training, for manhood! there 
h© will.see something of the worlds make some moneys 
learn new agricultural techniques s and them return to 
his village a man more firmly convinced ©f the benefits 
to be had in his own village„ It;does not always work 
this way. An unknown number of migrants have not' re
turned, and there are a few men in the village who, com
ing back every few years, remain in Meresiehi a few 
months only to leave again. Seasons given by those who, 
having been to the United States, returned and remained 
in their own village, stress the negative aspects of 
life in the United States rather than the positive as
pects of life in Meresiehi, ©,g, "the work is toe hard 
and steady," "the hours are too long," 11 it costs too much 
to live," or life is just "too different,

From outside, the valley appears to be extremely.



isolatedj, eomeeted to the rest of the world hj only a 
few dirt roadsj a trdek> several how® s aad some deter
mination a m  required to traverse from the highway to 
the valley road„ There is n© public transportation that 
travels this route» and all travel into the region must 
either be by personal vehicle or -must b® arranged in ad
vance with ©ne of the commercial truckers. From inside 
the valley looking out, the world does not seem far off. 
Continuous contact is maintained through travelers who3 
by truck or horse* pass through the villages almost 
daily0 These people carry news, from ©ne village t© the 
next* and often from one valley to anotherj traveling 
salesmen* cattle buyers * and cowboys all stop in each - 
town either at the store or at a house* have a drink* 
and talk.

There is no telephone nor telegraph service into 
this section of the valley* though there is to both Rayon 
and Cueurpe. There are two battery-operated radios in. the 
village* and when these are turned on* they ar® usually 
tuned to music. . On® newspaper finds its way to Meresichi 
regularlyi this is a Catholic weekly printed in Her- 
mesill© that contains news of church affairs in northern 
Sonora. In addition* some magazines are found in the 
homes* though none is subscribed to regularly. Within 
the town are several Spiegel catalogues* all several



as ¥@12 -as for general reading material, Jk few books 
are also found in some of the homes and are, primarily, 
either religious texts or school primers, ' / 1 ;

People are fairly up-to-date concerning happen
ings in Qpodepe and the other nearby valley towns, They 
know who has sold what land, who is getting married to 
whom, what the price of com is, when the next dance 
will be held, what religious observances areiping held, 
what important personages have visited the valley, and 
other matters of local importance, Official dicta are 
rapidly, transmitted among the villages of,the munieipi© - 
either by means ©f the weekly mail service,, by travelers, 
or by means, of special messengers, . Hews. of happenings 
in the other valleys and in the state capital may take 
a week or more to reach Meresiehi, In the spring of 1955 
several men were interested in obtaining contracts to 
go to the United States to.work as agricultural laborers, 
and ultimately the only way they could obtain accurate 
information on this subject of - vital interest to the 
people of the valley was to make a trip'to Hermosillo 
Itself, less than one hundred miles away.

Of Mexico as a whole they have little recent in
formation, and of the world at large the best informed 
are from six months to a year behind, For most of the



villagers suck knowledge has little meaning* and their 
laek/of knowledge coneerning world events is as much due 
to a lack of interest as to any scarcity of accurate. In
formation. Prevalent topics' of conversation within 
the villag® are current happenings in,the town--the ' 
•drops aV 5 "ohildreh^ ddeial events - -rather: than -
those events which .- are happening or .'Will, happen in the 
.̂outside, world. . • . •



GHAFEER III

... MAKI1© A LXVXWd

■ The basis ©f -community* subsistence 'in Heresichi 
is the earths as it is throughout the San Miguel valley 
and most of northern Sonora as well. The livelihood of 
the Meresiehian depends on his ability to extract his 
living from the none-too-hospitable land5 only on® family 
in the village does not rely on direct contact with the 
physical environment .for the majority of its income. 
Livelihood is derived from three major sources1 farming 
and cattle raising, wage work, and the manufacture of 
the alcoholic beverage, mescal, ■

Farming and Cattle Raising 
The San Miguel river, as it passes*the town, is 

a winding, gravelly, sandy bed. Dry for most of.the 
year, it flows only during the summer and after rains in 
the winter. After a heavy summer rain the river becomes 
a torrent, rushing over the low banks and spreading out 
onto the surrounding low land, and often it becomes 
several hundred feet wide, It Is this flood plain which 
serves th@ agricultural needs of the villagers. The 
deposits of alluvium her© cover am area about three-
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fow'tiis of a mile in width5 stretching from the base
©f the terrace-face upon which the village is built t©
the alluvial fans coming down from the hills ©n the

8ether side of the valley0 1© crops ©f importance are
cultivated anywhere but on the flood plains none is 
.raised in the desert around the village, and only flowers 
and a few fruit trees are to be found within the village 
itself.

The main crops raised are wheat, corn, beans, 
and eottoBi less important ones include onions, chili 
peppers, garlic, tobacco, watermelons, cantaloupes, and 
a small amount of citrus fruits. The first group listed 
includes all of the items planted t® large plots of land 
the second group includes those crops.usually sown to 
small patches on the edge of the major plantings. Former 
ly sugar can® was of importance in this area as was to
bacco,, and large quantities of the dark sugar called 
panoeha were made and exported (of. Hewes 1935)= Wheat 
was/.-intreduced here by the early Jesuit missionaries 
and is now the crop to which is devoted the greatest 
acreage. Wheat is planted in th®'late fall, in October 
or November, and is harvested in May or June. The land 
on which it is planted is often double cropped, with 
either corn or beams ©rtboth being sown after the wheat 
is harvested. Cotton was first grown in Meresiehi in



of the latter two overlap with that @f e©tt©n0 If e©t- 
fon is t© be successful' in the v&ll@y, the villagers 
believe9 it must be planted in Hareh er early in April.' 
Thus if e©tt©B is t@ be planted in a field, it may not 
be used fer wheat. Gotten is first pieked sometime in 
September, and the picking continues ©m into the fall, 
s® a field planted to cotton is not ©aly denied t® wheat 
but t© corn and beans as well. At this time there is a 
controversy in the village regarding what is t# be. 
planted. Better than half of the cultivators in Meres1- 

sowing catton instead of food plants5 of the 
b hundred acres ©f land that belong to 

l@ of the village, about half are in cotton, a 
quarter planted to either beans ©r com, and the other 
quarter lying fallow after having given winter wheat.

Though some agriculture is attempted without ir
rigation, often the difference between harvesting a 
crop and turning in the animal® to gras® over a dried up 
field lies in the availability of supplementary water. - 
It is said by the villagers that the river is drying 
up, that formerly, due to the much heavier rains, the
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to' a former greater abundance of water is given by the 
©Id irrigation ditches lining the banks of the stream 
and built into the terrace-faces5 they now fail to cap
ture the river water - that‘runs from one to three feet . 
below their entrances» The only surface water that now 
can be led onto the fields of Meresichi is. that given by 
a small spring that bubbles up Just below the cliff at 
the south end of the village„ Even this water may be
used for land' holdings only at some distance from the
village due to the need, for them to be of a lower alti
tude than the spring, ■ To alleviate the water shortages 
and also to reduce the uncertainty, of the yields mechan
ised irrigation has been introduced, Wells utilising 
pumps have been used for a ,number of years in the San 
Miguel valley but the first one was introduced into this
village about 195©» another added■a year or s© laters and
a third is now complete. These wellsware located to -the 
north of the settlement, and, by using a system of. simple 
dirt ditches, are in a position to pump water to almost 
all of the agricultural land of the community, All of 
the wells and; pumps .are privately, owned by two men of 
the town, and they use them primarily to irrigate their 
own land„ Any excess is then sold, for either cash or 
a share of the crops, to other cultivators,

Agricultural technology practiced in the-area is



representative of the modern and complex as well as the 
simple and traditionali technology is in a state of 
transition, A tractor, various types of planting 
machines, a thresher, and caterpillar tractors have all 
been used by the villagers, and all but the thresher and 
the caterpillars are locally owned0 All ©f these machines 
are owned by the same men who own the wells, and are used 
by those who, in some way, manage to "rent" them„ Mech
anised agriculture contrasts strongly with that based 
on the mule-drawn plows, spades, and hand labor carried 
©n by the majority of the cultivators„ The villagers es
cape from the limitations of hand cultivation- to the 
extent that they are successful in working out an ar
rangement with the machine owners <, _ .

The threshing machine was first used in the vil-' 
lag© in 195^, and proved unsatisfactory.' It broke down 
during the harvest, and, as replacement parts were not . 
immediately available, much of the still unthreshed wheat 
was ruined when a hail storm arrived. In 1955 all of 
the.farmers, not.trusting-the machine, went back to the 
old method. To thresh the wheat the grain bearing heads 
are all piled in a circular enclosure and livestock, 
i.e. horses and mules are driven around and around over 
the piled up grain, neither the - animals nor the men 
like this - technique5 the horses become dimmy and nervous
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from continuous e ire ling s and, the men are plagued by 
small, sharp barbs giwn off by the grain, This system 
has apparently persisted almost unchanged, both in'form 
and in the attitudes of the participants, since mission 
times (Trentlein 19498 47-48)= .

Until recently most of the wheat was ground on 
double-stoned grinding mills motivated by burr© power. 
These mills are small, with the stones about three feet 
across. When used, women were responsible for producing 
flour from the grain brought in from the fields by the 
men. How almost all of the grain is.taken to Opodep© to 
be ground in the modern mill= Some stone mills, which 
are occasionally used, may still be found in Meresichi. 
Other relies of past times still about the village are 
the implements that were associated with.the manufacture 
©f the dark sugar, gameha. These include ladles and 
several split logs incised with shallow cone-shaped de
pressions that were used as molds into which the sugar 
syrup was poured for hardening. These logs are no longer 
used aŝ  suehi, . but have been turned over, legs attached, 
and'are - now serving as sitting - benches,

The commonest agricultural tools are the - spade . 
and the hoe, both serving a variety of uses, and, com
bined with the plow, they provide the only tools used by 
the poorer cultivators. These tools are used until
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completely worn* then ic©paS.K,#€J, and then re-us ©do Mew 
heads for the spade and the he© are fashioned by the 
village blacksmith, and new handles are carved by 
several'Individuals* .Some teels have been repaired s© 
©ften that no part of the original metal @r wood remains= 
x$here Is .a;'.Btr©ng awareness la the village ©f modem 
agricultural m©th@d® and.machine# obtained, by the men, 
from the Wnited States, Yet all but the rich, and 
those associated with them isi agriculture, are denied any 
but the traditional due to the cost of machines, wells, 
fertilisers, etc-, To clear any mew land, f@r example, it 
is necessary to .use a caterpillar tractor ©m the heavy, 
dense growth that covers the uncultivated river bottom. 
The nearest bulldozer is located at Hayon, and t© bring 
it to Eeresiehi it is necessary to pay rent from the 
time it leaves layom until it returns = The rental rate 
f@r machine and driver.is seventy pesos per hour, and 
nearly two days are needed to bring it from Rayon alone, 
Mew land, highly desirable with the advent of the mech
anised wells, is denied to most ©f the agriculturalists 
of Eeresiehi,

Landholdings in the village have been small in 
the past, and for most of the villagers they still are,
A man who has twenty -hectarias (2,47 acres per hectaria), 
is thought to have'a lot of landi and use or ownership
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of less than two or three h®etarias is not uneommon„
There still remains an estimated one hundred hectarias 
of uncultivated land in the river bottom near the village 
overgrown with scrub, growth. Much of this land is heavi
ly covered with sand and gravel due to floods5 and hence 
is at best only marginally usables and seme of it is 
former arable land that has had its potential destroyed 
by river action. With the exception of one village 
resident who is clearing land below La Mesa d® San Juan, 
where river water is available for irrigation, all of 
the land now being cleared is controlled by the few 
well-to-do individuals c . . ■■

This points to the two types of agriculture prac
ticed in the village at this time as well as to the dif
ferential participation in agriculture, in both the • 
proprietary and technological senses,of the different 
village households Speculation plays some part in all 
agricultural activities in Meresiehi due to the practice 
in the community of selling a large part of the harvest 
fbr cash and then later re-purchasing the staples as , 
they are needed„ Most of the households aim at sub
sistence, hoping to produce enough to provide food and 
cash to last out the year. Only corn seems to be stored 
by many families, and even this may b® sold if the need 
for cash arises. Contrasting with this subsistence-
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oriented behavior on the part of most of the villagers 
are three households- -that engage in agriculture for 
profit and the amassing of wealth. These families are 
composed of the owners of the two major stores., and the 
married son of one of the two. It is these men who own 
the wells and the pumps that-can now give water to the . 
dry lands. In the past they have planted wheat* com* 
and beams on their own land and then sold water to 
others at the. rate of one hundred pesos for twelve hours 
of irrigation. Along with the outright sale of water 
' they have farmed medias * or halves * with other indi
viduals . The well-owner provides water* some help at 
harvest time* and possibly the seed! the other provides 
the land* the bulk of the labor* and that part of the 
seed which he is able. The actual arrangements vary 
depending on the wealth position of the land owner* and 
on the basis of who provides what* some split is made in 
the eventual crop.- The well-owmer usually receives 
fifty per cent or more of the produce as his share = With 
the introduction1 of cotton last year the media system 
reached a sort ©f fruition. ... ,

Wheat* corn* and beans do not require the amount 
of water* imported seed* insecticides* and harvesting 
labor as does cotton. .On the other hand* none of these 
crops has the per acre cash yield of the purely cash.
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er©p— -e©tt©B„ In order to•plant cotton» twenty hornse- 
holds entered into partnerships with the we11-owners.

Of the fifty-nine households in Meresiehi only 
twenty-five state that they are land owners„ Of these 
twenty-fivep three are known to have mortgaged their 
land and are mot cable to use it, another has land lo
cated several miles below the village and does not par
ticipate in the economy of Meresiehia while three more 
households are not using their land either because of 
poor land conditions- or because of a lack of free water. 
This leaves eighteen families In the community farming 
on land owned by themselves and this figure includes the 
three rich households, Deducting these three from the 
total of independent land-owning farmers j, fifteen remain* 
and ©f these fifteen* six are medleros with one or 
another of the well-owners„ At this time them* there are 
only nine households owning land who ar®;-engaged.!® any 
agriculture as free agents. Only about five of these 
are possessors of enough land to allow more than a 
minimal subsistence, income and* interestingly* four of 
these five have land below the village where the waters 
derived from the spring and from the re-emerging river 
may be used for Irrigation, The amount of land actually 
ovmed by the three rich households is not known* but* 
judging from various estimates by the villagers* the



splits the maaiM®x° „ -
Assoelated witla farmings snd generally engaged in 

tej the same householdss is eaftl® raising= Only one 
household receives its income exclusively from the sale 
of cattles and some twenty-eight households own small 
numbers ©f animals ranging in number from a single animal 
to as high as fifty or one hundred. Only four ©f these 
families mm less than three head, and about five own 
more than fifty. The other twenty families rang© between 
these two figures, tending toward the smaller numbers— - 
five to ten.

The cattle are a mixture of white-faced Herefords 
and the older "range" steer type, . An occasional animal 
shows signs, with the spread of Its herns, of its "long
horn" ancestry. Cattle are allowed t© roam at will in 
the desert and in the river Itself, At all times large 
numbers of animals are to be found, browsing on the 
greenery that grows along th© river bank, walking in the 
water, frequently disputing the right of way with 
travelers, Only at calving time are very many cows 
herded Into the village, and even then many are left to 
have their offspring where they will. There is a high 
mortality rat® in calves. Owners hear of the location
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those villagers wishing to buy it» Some meat is always 
dried by placing it in the sum, off the ground and out 
of reach of all non-flying creatures <, After several days 
of being •exposed to' the suxl and" air th# meat Is. quit© 
dry and extremely hard and seemingly will keep a long 
time so prepared„

Cattle raising, like agriculture, is dependent 
for success on the avallability of water0 When the river 
dries up completely, or when there is insufficient rain
fall to replenish the browse, many eattie are .lost.
There is little grass cover ©a the hills■surrounding the 
village e® the animals gras® over brush and cacti as 
well as the greenery found along the -river. Only a 
slight.disturbance in the spring and summer rainfall pat
tern is sufficient to upset the balance between suffi
cient forage and starvation. In the hot summer months 
of 195% around seventy head of cattle were lost to the 
villagers, out ©f an estimated total herd of nearly four 
hundred. .

While some animals are killed to be eaten, most 
ar© sold for cash to- traveling cattle buyers or to other 
villagers, There seems to be an awareness that the 
range will carry only a limited number of animals, the 
herd being thinned out continuously at both the top and 
the bottom! calves and young animals are sold, older ones
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eaten. Cattle values range from a couple of. hundred 
pesos to six or seven hundred depending'©n age and size; 
a strong young steer brings four, or five hundred, a calf 
only two hundred and fifty, while a large, well built 
cow or steer is valued at as much.as seven hundred pesos. 

Horses, though not playing an important part in 
the exchange economy of the village, are extremely im
portant as the primary means of male transportation, Male 
children learn to ride at an early age and it is not un
common to see a child of three or four astride a horse 
being held in place by an older child or an adult behind. 
Horses have a high value and a good one is worth as much 
as a thousand pesos or more, A few families have a mule 
or. two used primarily to pull the plow. Burros abound 
in the village, and are used for light hauling and for 
human transportation, They are ridden mostly by children. 
Mules are valued at around two hundred and fifty pesos 
and burros at the extremely lew price of twenty to thirty 
pesos--less than the price of a good pair of shoes.
Burros appear to need little or mo attention to aid them 
in rather rapid multiplication; some of the excess 
animals in the village are sold to ranches that special
ize in butchering burros and drying their meat„' This 
dry meat is then sold over northern Sonora as earn© seea, 
or dried meat, usually assumed to be beef, M© one in
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MeresicM raises horsess mules, or burros directly for 
profits m y  on® family raising and keeping the number 
of animals that they may-expect to us©* Some profit is 
realized from that part of the natural increase which 
is not - neededi , the surplus animals , are either sold or 
traded.

Other domestic animals include chickenss dogs2 
pigss turkeyss eats, and goats in the order of approxi
mate frequency» Almost all households have some chickens 
and a dog or two, the former providing eggs and the lat
ter only companionship. Pigs are kept by less than half 
of the households and a sow, with shoats, has a high 
value, often bringing as much as three hundred pesos.
Cats are kept as. pets, and turkeys for their meat. Only 
one man has a herd of goats and he sells most of their 
meat-outside of the village. •

Mescal
Mescal, a tequila-like beverage, is made from the 

distilled juice of the roasted and fermented head of a 
small agave plant. These plants are collected in the 
bush where they grow wild, the long pointed leaves cut ■ 
off, and the round cabbage-like remainder is put into am 
earth-oven to be roasted. The oven is a stone lined, 
bell shaped excavation about six feet deep, with the



aarrm# part of the hell at the top where the small 
entranee is located„ Before the heads are inserted, a 
large wood fire is hmilt in the even 'and allowed to/bum 
for a day or so until the rook lining of the oven is 
red hot. The mescal heads are them inserteds the own 
closed, and cooking proceeds for about four days. .After 
the oven has cooled, the cooked heads are removed and 
are now ready for fermentation. All of the cooked plants 
are richly brown and contain quantities of thick, sweet 
syrup, and when eaten are in'. this form. Is eating Mescal, 
the- individual leaf stalks are stripped from the head 
and chewed to extract the juice, the wad @f coarse fiber 
that remains in the mouth is spat out . "When numbers of 
these fiber wads-are seen around the village it is a 
good sign that a new batch of the beverage has been 
brought in. Cooked mescal, though very popular with the 
children, does not play an important part in the diet of 
the villagers,. / -

The next step in making the drink is to place 
the cooked, sugary heads in smaller stone-lined pits where 
fermentation will take place. These pits, about.four / 
feet long, two wide,, and about three feet deep, are lo
cated a few yards from the earth ovens and in them, 
after being splashed with a nstarter” (fermented juice 
left from the last run), the cooked heads are covered



ever with burlap and allowed to remain for another four 
days. Following this period the now fermented heads 
are taken from the pits and removed to the still for 
distillation. The still is made ©f two 50 gallon drums * 
on© for cookings the other for condensing the vapor.
They are connected to each other by a piece of make
shift pip©, A fir® is built under the drum in which the 
heads have been placed along with a small quantity of 
water. The resultant steam is led off into the other 
drum by means ©f the connecting pip®, and there, du© to 
th© water contained by the second drum, the steam con
denses, Tb© liquid so produced, still in the pip®, is 
led out of the side.of the water drum and slowly drips 
into a five gallon tin,. The only control exerted over 
the nature of th® beverage is the taste of th® operatori 
if he thinks it too weak, he redistills the run. The 
process ends when the operator feels that the liquid is 
of sufficient potency, and the liquid still draining from 
the end"of the tube no longer has mescal content,

k total of about fifteen days is required to 
produe© a run of th© drink, with about eight of these - 
spent in actual work rather than in waiting. Four or 
five days are necessary to collect the heads, another 
couple to cut the wood, heat the oven,' and insert the 
heads, another to transfer them to the fermentation pits.
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and about two for distilling. Two men usually co
operate in the production of mescal, both sharing in the 
work and the proceeds, . From an average run between five 
and ten gallons are produced and each gallon brings 
thirty pesos--an average return to each of the two men 
-of 'something less than ten pesos per day for the fifteen - 
day period.

There are three active stills in Keresiehi that, 
in total, produce about fifteen gallons a. monthsduring 
the dry monthsj mescal is not made during the summer rainy 
season because of the effect ground water has on the 
earth ovens. Two of these stills are owned by one man 
who does not make the beverage himself5. and for the use 
of his equipment, he charges the mescaleros one litre out 
of every five gallons made. Making mescal here In Mere- 
sichi is a bootleg operation, and violates the ifexiean 
tax. laws. In the past there have been raids on the 
stills of the village by federal or state agents, but in 
recent years the mesealeros have not been bothered. This 
may be due to the fact that at this time little.or none' 
of the local produce.is sold outside, of the village, 
whereas in the past it was trucked out in some quantify, •

The method of distribution of mescal within the 
village is particularly interesting. The manufacturer 
of the. drink brings his ware back to the village, and there
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sells It to one of two wholesalers for thirty pesos a 
gallon^ Payment Is made either In eash or In.credit at 
one ©f the stores where the purchases of the mesealer© 
will be paid for by the wholesaler= The purchaser of 
th# liquid then stores it.and sells on demand in retail 
quantities himself, or in bulk for forty pesos a gallon, 
to various of the households in the village that do a 
small business in vending the drink at retail= The 
retail price is one peso for about two ounces, and the 
majority of the retail sellers are the wives and mothers 
of'men who make the drink. The mescal-maker himself 
usually keeps some of his product for his own use and, to 
supply retail customers, but the bulk of his produce 
usually has to go to provide cash, either to settle an 
old account at the store or t© make new.purchases, Ihen. 
his personal supply is gone he finds himself in the 
position of a retail customer, slaking his often frequent 
thirst at a peso a drink.

There are thirteen households in the town that 
gain most of their income from the production of mescal, 
and an-additional five households where the sale of the 
drink provides some part of,the income. Mot including 
those households where mescal is sold but not made, there 
are seventy-nine 'individuals in the village who are sup
ported during the dry months by the production of the



liqueiK Twenty-seven of the townss eighty-six man work
force (men over sixteen) engage primarily in mescal- 
Sakingi one' hundred and ten people in the village ar@ ■ ,  
assoeiated.with households where mescal is either made 
or sold. ■ /■ ■ . ' . ■

The use of the mescal plant and the mahufaeture 
of the beyerage are old customs in the valley. The 
aboriginal use of the plant as food appears to have been 
a eharaeteristie here, as it is oyer most of the greater 
Southwest (Beals 1932§ 103» 168-169)s but its use to 
make an intoxicating liquor before the coming of the 
Spanish is unlikely. Meseai was distilled and used in v 
this sec tion of Sonora as early as 1763* and then as now 
it was thought to have wonderous properties5 "I have 
heard » . . that this liquor is remarkably efficacious 
as a remedy applied externallys for wounds s abscesses 
caused by blows or falls = <, <,“ (Rudo Enaayo 1951s 38). 
Another report states that the Opatas learned to distill 
from the Spaniardsi they also were described as having 
an insatiable appetite for the drink (Treutlein 1 9 % s 
177)» Hrdlieka does not report the manufacture of 

'mescal in the valley in the year 1902, yet he describes 
the Indians of the San Eiguel valley as drinking tesviny 
a fermented but not distilled drink made of corn, which 
was locally made* and as also drinking M, . . much



Mexican me^eal or other liquor" (Hrdllcka 1904 g 74) =, One 
is led to suppose that then$ as now* the local mescaleroa 
were not eager to discuss their occupation with strangers. 
In this reticence they are joined by the villagers who 
do not engage in the trade* who often feel thattheoc- : 
eupation is a blot on the reputation of the village.

Making of mescal is a low prestige occupation* 
it is said by some of those who do not make if that no 
respeetable household would allow either its manufacture 
or its sale by household members. Yet it is also said 
that at one time or another almost all males* particularly 
while youths* have made the beverage. Mescal is sold 
in one of the most respectable houses* and in others of 
people who* though not of the highest prestige* are con
sidered to be quite upstanding. The greatest stigma 
apparently attaches to the manufacture of the beverage 
for subsistence purposes* rather than to the handling of 
the liquor. Making mescal is strongly disesteemed5 sell
ing it is a legitimate * if not highly regarded * method 
of obtaining income, -

Mage Labor and Specialisation ;
For those without sufficient land or cattle to 

assure an adequate income* wage labor may provide supple-: 
mentary income. Such work is usually associated,with ; ;



the fields and the employers are these wh© have to© much 
land to be handled by their families alone. Agricultural 
work is intermittent here as els©wheres with the great 
demand for laborers coming at planting and harvest times 
and; little work being available during the growing season. 
Even with cotton, which demands much greater care during 
the growing season than either wheat or corn as grown 
here, the need for wage laborers is slight. This is due 
to the. number of people- farming medlas in cotton, on ex
tremely small pieces of land, ©n such small holdings the 
household members of the medtero can handle the neces
sary weeding, irrigating,aand most of the picking. Sever
al families have left the village to work in other parts 
of Sonora, particularly for the area around Cab©rea, and 
some of the men have gone to the United States.

The average day5a pay for a wage laborer is ten 
pesos. Some skilled individuals, e.g. the tractor 
driver, earn up to fifteen, and immature youths and 
those working at jobs which require no skill.are paid 
eight. Some of those men with a skill manage to obtain 
several days work each week.and are nearly able to so 
support themselves. Others without such skills work 
only when some project is underway which requires several 
men, such as digging a well, and during peak seasons in Y 
the agricultural cycle. Many of the men who engage



TABLE 2„ SAMPLE PRICES PREVAILIHC IN : MEXICO^:

Item Prices

Brie# corn 
,Wheat flour 
Dried 'beans 
Rice

Milk

Tomatoes 
Fresh beef 
Fruit juice 
Canned peppers 
Men1s shoes 
Men's shirts ; 
Men's pants

.22 cartridges.
Bar soap
Factory made broom

13.0©

c 20 

5.0©

20,00:
15.fG
21.00

1.7©
2,00
2,50
16.00
1,60
1.00

2.00
8.50
3.00

15,0© 
00 

5.©©

,25

5.5©

18.00

kilo
kilo
kilo
kilo
kilo
klip
litre

kilo _■ 
11.0©® kilo 
i ' 6 oz. tln

' - v;‘: 4. ©S.; tin 
85 ,00 ; pair: ' : 
45.00 each .

each .
■ - each - 
each,

: each

^Prices are given in pesoss worth .085 American
' .V::. ,,vDThe price level at which most are sold, not the 

mean price,
®Price is determined by
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extensively in the mesoal trade» fall into the latter 
category— working intermittently at wage, labor to sup
plement their income„ It is difficult to see how an 
individual or a household head could obtain sufficient 
income from wage labor a1ones yet there are households 
with no other visible means of support = Some of the men 
from .such households leave the village for periods of 
time to work in outlying ranchesin other valley towns, 
or go north to the United States»

The only full-time specialists.in the village are 
the school teacher and the man who tends the largest 
store.o Even part-time specialists are rare5 most men en
gage in the various ways of making a living discussed 
above, and most men can do most of the jobs required in; 
the village or in the fields» The only man practicing 
a trade is the blacksmith and even he has a number of 
other jobs at which he works--mailman, civil and criminal 
judge,. carpenter, housebuilder, gunsmith, and others. 
Other men make adobes, run the motors associated with 
the wells, work at house building, cut hair, make leather 
■ lariats,- and other, such •occupations required by life in 
the village» lone of these men work at any of the skills 
more than intermittently, and all of the skills are 
shared with many other men in the town.

Women work around the house, take car® of the



children, 'Wash clothes, draw water, and cook. Seme 
women cook small items for sale around■the community, 
e„g„ bread, tortillas, tamales,.etc,, but only one woman 
does this regularly. . She makes .bread for sale each day, 
and her children take it around from house to house 
offering it for sale. Two women offer meals to travelers 
for a small price, but visitors to the village without 
friends with whom to eat are rare. When corn, beans, and 
wheat were the. major items cultivated, women did little 
work in the fields. With the advent of cotton last year 
everyone who wished to pick the crop was so employed, 
including men, women, and children. One of the major 
stores in town is tended by the wife of the owner, who 
also has a woman to take'care of her children as well as 
to do general housework. As this store is attached 
directly to the home of the owner, and business is slow 
in coming, the storekeeper spends as much time in the - -
house as she does, in. the shop. Some of the poorer women 
taksiih washing and ironing, and some of these same 
women find temporary employment in the kitchens of the 
more well-to-do as cooks, or sometimes as nursemaids. A 
bundle of soiled clothes that may take all day to wash 
and iron earns- for the woman around three pesos| a woman 
working in a kitchen all day may receive her meals and 
three or four pesos, . Earning money through wage work in
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Meresichi is not easy for either men or womens the rates 
are .low and the work, is scare©,

Commerce
.. Two stores dominate commerce in the Tillage^ and 

both of these are owned by the same men who own the 
wells. Two other small stores are operated in homes but 
between them they probably do less than half the volume 
of either of the two main stores„ Many other people sell 
small items in their homes such as soda popa cheap shoess 
seasonal fruits5 canned foodss etc. These are picked up 
either on the periodic trips to other towns or are 
bought from salesmen passing through Meresichig.they are 
them held until a demand develops for them within the 
village.

Both of the main stores are smalls one-room 
establishments attached to living quarters and store
rooms . Each store has its clientele,, most of whom are 
carried.on credit for periods ©f days to months. All 
supplies are trucked in from the various' surrounding 
towns, the bulk of the goods coming from.Magdalena and 
Santa Ana, ©me store carries a considerably larger in
ventory than the other, and if does a correspondingly 
larger business. In one store or another it is possible 
to buy am amazing number of things including nearly .
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Plate 3 » (Upper left) A mechanized well. The individual 
in thecenter is the leading entrepreneur of Meresichi. 
(Upper right) Threshing wheat in the traditional manner. 
The village is in the background. (Center) A cattleman. 
(Lower left) A mescal still being set up. (Lower right) 
Inside the largest store. The storekeeper is on the 
right.



everything that plays a part in the daily lives ©f the 
villagerso Prices la relation t© the daily wage ©f 
about ten pesos are extremely hlgh^ though the prices of 
vital foodstuffs; are lows eog,.. eom', beans s and wheat 
flour (see Table 2)» Some earned goods are about the 
same price as the similar item in the United States 
though many are higher^ clothing prices have about the 
same range with many articles ©f common wear selling in 
Eeresichi for mere than the retail price in the United 
States= The prices.charged her® are slightly higher 
than in Opodepe and considerably higher .than In the non
valley townso All goods must be trucked ins and whether 
this mark-up realistically represents increased opera
tion cost or metj, is not lm©wn0 Many ©f the townspeople 
resent the prices charged and point t© the advanced 
wealth position of the storekeepers, as proof that an 
excess profit is made=

There is a small cantina  ̂©r foarfl in the village 
that sells only beer<, The cantina, usually has a stock 
of beer mot more than ©nee. a weeko This drinks at a 
peso for a six ©unee b©ttles" is expensive s and a demand 
for it usually'follows some inf lux of momy into Mere-'
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musies the generator^ amplifier^ and turntable5 are 
usually located her© and the cantina probably furnishes 
more music t© the town than It dees beer0 Young men 
almost every evenings paying a peso a record^ keep the' 
machine in ©peratlen for several hours at a tlm©o F©r 
a peso the patron chooses his record and Is. allowed to 
make a dedication over the loudspeaker system to either 
the girl of his eh©ie@s;or to one of his male friends= 
When record playings at a peso a r©e@rda and beer drink
ings at a.peso a bottlea combined it is possible to 
spend a large sum of money in a short time ̂ One 
eighteen year ©M» returning from his first trip to 
the United Statess kept the turntable going and several 
friends intoxicated for a period of five ©r six days0 
At the end of this time all ©f his sayings were gone, but 
he had put nearly, every man in the village in his debty 
and had serenaded every young lady in the &rea0 Th# can
tina is owned by. two:young men whs operate it as a side
line! both engage in agriculture as well0

: . ' . ' - Clothing and good ; •.
All clothing worm by the villagers is bought from 

the stores either as finished articles or as. material 
from which to make items: @f dress „ That of the mem is : 
identical to that worn by many rural men in the American
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;s or shoeSj, Got tom twill trousers ©r 

Leviess cowboy-style work-shirts ©r standard dress shirtss 
and hats made of straw styled after a eonservative ̂ fair
ly low erewBed and narrow-brimmed Stetson0 Wide-brimmed

les. or thong sandals ̂ serapesa and ether
features of dress associated with Mexico to the south are 
as foreign in Eeresiehi as they are in Hew York ©ity$ 
and because of the unfavorable stereotypes associated. - 
with guachos ,9 or southerners s they would likely be re
garded less favorablyo The only article of clothing 
found here and not common in the,southwestern United 
States is a type of shoe made from deer or cow hide, and 

l@r and poorer men0 This shoe has a 
sole of stiff, hard leather, t© which is 

an upper of soft leather0 Two pieces are used to 
sheath the foot, one covering the toes and instep, the 
other going from the instep, around the heel, and coming 
back on the other sidec The two pieces are stitched 
together, and sewn to the sol©» A laced opening over 
: the. instep allows, easy entry for the. foot. This type of 
footgear, called locally a tggua, or moccasin, closely 
resembles modern style shoes. .

' Women wear some ready-made dresses, but more com
monly make their own from material bought at the store, 
.brought home and worked up on the sewing machine, using



ly every home has a setting machinej, a M  has had one for 
a long time| all of the machines are old and many no 
longer work. For foot-wear women use either lowheeledj, 
loweut leather - shoes or rope-soled canvas slippers.
Both of these types are usually bought at the store 
though some women make their own chanclas or rope-soled 
slippers, These sUppers» of a kind commonly sold along z. 
the border to American tourists» have a light cloth top* 
usually colored* and a thick* woven hemp sole* and though 
cheap* do not stand up well under heavy use. Dresses 
reach somewhere between the knees and the ankles* and 
seem to be progressively longer as the woman grows older, 
Whenever outside the household area* and very frequently 
even when working in the kitchen* women8 s heads are- 
covered by rebosos* or shawls* and even young girls are 
rarely seen in the streets without this head covering, 
Rebosog are usually homemade of lengths of material* 
either cotton or seme acetate fabric* and may be a single 
color— white* black* blue* red* brown* etc.* or may be 
multi-colored* usually arranged in stripes. Striped;fab
rics* even though containing many colors are usually 
somber in effect| and the black re.bezo is very common* 
particularly for older women and widows 0 Shawls are 
worn over the head with one end-hanging down in front



the other thrown back over the shoulder passing under 
the ohlrij, thus framing the faee0 When planning ®n 
spending some time in the hot sun women occasionally 
wear a standard. men°s hat in addition to the rebosoo

There is little in th® dress of the inhabitant 
of Mereslehi to distinguish him or her fromtth® poorer 
people found in the towns and ©ities of northern Sonerac 
lor is there muoh to identify the rich in the village' 
from th® poorj all .wear about the same style clothing 
and though initially they may differs, as to qualify a 
after.a few washing® little difference remains in ap
pearance <, ’ deluding- the children of one of th® store
keepers who wear clothing brought from the larger stores 
in th® next.valleys all of th® children dress as do 
their elderso Only very young children belonging to the 
poorest families are allowed.t® ever go about without 
clothes a and most children^ by the tlm® they are three s 
ar® almost ®%aot copies of their parentsa even to shoes, 
Th® expense involved in dressing growing children be
comes 'prohibitive for the poorer familiess howevers and 
these children more often are seen wearing @ M  and ill- 
fitting garmentss and going barefoot.

The diet of . the villagers, centers around fri- 
joles ©r beanss potatoes either fried ©r b©il®da wheat 
and corn tortillas^ eggss and s@m@ meat, :Frijoles are



usually boiled and sometimes re-frled5 and are served at 
every meal along with wheat tortillas g the two in com
bination often are the only food taken at a sitting0 
Three. meals are eaten each days early in the mornings 
. noons.;-and mid-eveningq, ■ Those, working near: the house a 
and children .and.women-, have a piece of bread or a tor
tilla along with coffee in the mid-afternoon.. Beefs when 
available^ is roasteda fried, or belled and made into a 
stewi dried beef is invariably boiled and eaten in com
bination with various vegetables 0 Pork, less frequently 
available even than beef, is most frequently made into 
tamales (meat with chili surrounded by corn mush, wrapped 
in corn leaves and steamed) both to be eaten by the 
family and to-be sold. Little milk or cheese is produced 
in the village, and very little is Imported. Only one 
man keeps cows within the village for the purpose of 
producing milk for-sale, and the three which he does 
have rarely give more than a gallon between them on 
any given day. Seasonally, vegetables appear and pro
vide variety in the dietj tomatoes, onions, garlic, 
and sweet garden peas being the most common, but hone of 
these are always available and at times it is not pos
sible to buy any.

Large quantities of coffee are consumed, both



Coffees usually drank black with sugara is preferred' 
with milks yet due to the scarcity ©f fresh milks and 
the expense ©f the canned type^ this taste is infrequent
ly indulged <= Various herb teas are useds those made ©f 
cesahuis yerba buena  ̂and ©he made ©f ©range peel are 
the most common0 A beverage made of corag and called 
tearing is sometimes mades particularly in hot weather» 
Tesrin is made by adding panooha to a pot containing com 
and water and allowing fermentation to take place0 The 
result is mildly alcoholics has a sharps pleasant tastes 
and is considered to be a refreshing soft drink. In 
another forms called tepache s fermentation is allowed t© 
esntinue longer and a drink of some potency is obtained» 
gesvin was seen to be made by .only one womans and te
pache was not made during the period covered by this 
study. Soda p©ps very common in the village and also

zvery cheaps may have made the production of tesvim ap
pear laboriousg and tepache would be in'competition, with 
the inexpensive and extremely potent mescal. Bottled 
soft drinks are taken frequently between meals; by every- 
one5 but like the alcoholic beveragess they are almost 
never served at mealtimes. One indication ©f the t©wnBs 
isolation is the absence ©f the all but universal €oca- 
Cola slgni nor is the beverage sold in the town.



It Is likely that at one time or another every 
family in the community buys some ©f all the commodities 
that it eaiSj, including e©rn and beans 0 Food storage^ 
except for these two items^ is almost non-existents and 
even families that raise these two staples in quantity 
are often forced to buy them when their supplies prove 
inadequateo Except at the stores5 not a single room was 
seen devoted solely to the storing of foodj sacks of 
com or beans occupy corners of kitchens or bedrooms| 
they may be placed in a temporarily vacant house or 
rooms but granaries or storage rooms per se are not found. 
The customary pattern seems to be to sell much of the 
crop for cash^ and to store something less than will be 
needed during the coming year, making up the deficit by 
purchasing what is required at the time it is needed„
This also applies to seeds1 in some eases men had to 
purchase beans or corn to plant a crop though they had 
had one the previous year.

Hunting and fathering 
Hunting and gathering activities add,some variety 

to the diet, but quantity-wise, they do not add much to 
the tablev Both cottontail rabbits and the larger hare 
or “antelope jack-rabbit" are hunted almost daily by
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some one a but as much for sport as for meat. As 
mot the meat is given away by the hunter or the carcass 

to the dogs o ©eer^are almost extinct in'the area 
the village and it is mow necessary to g@ either 

to the mountains t© the east ©f Meresiehi or to the plaias, 
in the next valley to the west t© have much chance of 
success <, Occasional trips are made to both places^ . 
usually during slack agricultural periods 0. There are 
about a d@g@m firearms owned by villagers s most being 
Winchester 18#4 model o30-o3G caliber rifles and carbines« 
There are, about five 022 caliber rifles as w©ll0 The 
larger calibers due t© the expense of its cartridgess is 
used oaly for deer and other large game. The »22.serves 
for all rabbits^ wild pigs coyotes3 and when necessarys 
for the larger animals as well»

gathering @f.wild plants and fruits takes place . 
continuously3 with those persons passing through the 
river bottom ©r desert often collecting as they go» The 
only gathering activity that is of economic importance 
in the villagea aside from that associated with mescals 
Is the picking of the smalls red̂ , spicy berry called 
chiltep^m* This berrys secured from a. bush that grows 

asely in certain areas ©f the hills to the west of
Meresiehi« matures in the fall families from
Meresiehi move out ef the village to the berry areas.



Sonora where they are highly prized for their "hot," 
spicy flavoro - Other wild plants eaten are the greens 
from several types ©f. field weedss and berr# ©r water- 
er©sss that is picked in quantity .from the river=

In general the diet of the town is extremely 
lacking in variety both of content and preparation^ com
pletely lacking are the elaborate dishes with rich.moles 
found in other parts @f • Mexico „ The only truly dis
tinctive'.item in the food inventory is the replacement of 
■ the common Mexican corn tortilla with the larges thin 
wheat product a A few canned meats, are available at the 
stores but these are purchased and served only on 
special occasions» The traditional Sonoran dishesa 
posol© and pinole^ are not very frequently madeŝ  though 

. atole is still made and drunk by most of the villagers» 
The us© of all of these com dishes is greatest among the 
poor people of the t©wns as is the collection and con
sumption of the.gathered foods. The major differences 
in diet between the well-to-do and the poor is quanti
tative? all eat about the same things prepared in the 
same way. Howevera some have meat5 rice5 vegetablesa 

relatively expensive items more often than



The Tillage iias me handlemfts as sueh0 Within 
the last' twenty- years the making ©f palm baskets and 
hats-, eommon to this part ©f Semera- (Johns©n 19501 1%),
has died out im Heresiehlo Im the Tillage there still 
remains a pit where a huukir, the semi-subterranean round 
r©©m used for making basketry by the Opatass was ©nee 
loeatedo This type ©f.basketry— plait®dfl square cornered 
©pen topped— is still made in the valleys to the easts 
and a very similar type is manufactured by the Tarahumar 
Indians of Chihuahua0 Those In use in.the Tillage now 
have all e'eme from lay@n ®r from the other valleys 0 The 
woven palm hats are highly valued all over Sonora for 
their durabilityj, and in Heraoslll© bring as much as 
@ne hundred pesos @aeh0 Some of the older women in 
Meresiehi say that they know how t© make both hats and 
baskets but do not because the palm Is no.longer avail
able in this areao

Some pottery Is made in Meresiehi but mostly for 
personal use, and very little is ever soldo It is made



near-by towns. The pottery made by the women of Mere si-
chi is a coiled and scraped^ unslipped redware5 made from
clay found abundantly in the areafl and tempered with

10ground-up. sherd materials, ; lew pieces of pottery are 
highly esteemed during the hot summer months because of . 
the cooling effect @m the water due to the evaporation 
that takes place through the slightly porous walls. 
Evaporation appears to slow down or stop as the olla is 
used for a whiles so some women make new ones each year.

In addition to the potterys a few items of wood 
are carved^ trays or batearn.and wooden spppns are the 
most common. The trays are used in the kitchens to hold 
tortilla dough while it is being mixeda and to hold the 
meat of freshly killed animals. Many of them are largea 
three or four feet longs by two wld@3 and all are carved 
from a single piece of wood. Though shapes varys most 
are slightly concavea thin at the #ndsa and thick in the 
middle where the four stubby legs are located. Only a 
few men carve these and non®" are1'made currently! it is 
said that suitable trees from which to cut wooden disks 
for the bateas are no. longer to be found near the: village. 
Both pottery and the articles made of wood have been 
almost completely replaced in the hemes by the common 
blue-enameled metal-ware.



©r four feet across.or more o Thesea of unknown 
©rigiBs .are used to wash In and to cook large quantities 
of food-one Is nearly sufficient to hold an entire cow0 
It is possible that these vats were used in sugar cane 
refining,;

■Concepts of Wealth 
'In Meresiehi there are extremes of wealth and 

extremes of poverty, The two rich families o m  storess 
trucks a farm machinerylands cattle, mechanised wellsj 
the poorest families have nothing beyond the wage earning 
potential contained in their bodies, The rich families 
have come to Meresichi within the last ten years, and 
both came either with large capital or with it available 
to them. The more successful of the two, a step-son of 
the wealthiest man in Opodepe, now has an estimated 
capital investment in the town of around 200,000 pesos 
(including a store, land, two mechanised wells, a truck, 
a tractor, and cattle),. If the poorest individual in 
the village were to dispose of all his possessions it is 
unlikely that he could, raise one hundred pesos,
• " , The villagers,.in discussing relative wealth
positions of the households, dichotomise between the 
rich and all of the other families in the community.
This points to the fact that though there are gradations



of wealth in the community among those native to it,' the 
difference between any of them is not so great as that 
which separates all of them from the store owners <, This 
difference not only refers to wealth position and point 
of ©rigins but also to basic motivations 0 The rich are 
interested in speculation, profit, and re-investment5 
the remainder■of the villagers are concerned with sub
sistence and the necessities of lifei the former view 
Meresiehi. as a place to be exploited, the latter view it 
as a place in which to liveo Though the rich do not 
seem to be aware ©f it, the villagers lump the two 
families together for purposes of comparisons and call 
them wlos ricos,” and contrast this term with Hlos demas" 
or "the rest of us," or just plain "woo"

Excluding the two rich families, the rest of the 
villagers may be described, economically, in three groups. 
These groups do not represent distinct strata! there is 
a continuous gradation from poorest to richest, yet the 
villagers isolate three descriptive categorieso (1) At 
one end of the continuum are about ten families who, 
through land ownership, cattle, small stores and other 
sources of income, are thought by the other villagers, 
and themselves, to.have enough money to live more or less 
comfortably<> . These families live in the better houses 
in the village, work their own land, do little wage



lab or j, do not engage in mescal-making., and have suffi
cient land,, ©r eat tie to provide work for-all or most of 
the children of the household* (2) Strongly contrasting 
with this group are about ten families who have little 
or nothings no land., no -cattles live in smalls poor 
houses s and either make mescal ©r engage in wage labor 
for subsistence* Several of these households were re
portedly without food on some day® during the period of 
this study* In some of the houses of people in this cate
gory the only items of value noted were steel tools and 
a burro or two* Seven of these households are dependent 
on mescal-makings supplemented by wage work for their in
come j three are composed of old couples who have no 
visible means of support and are maintained by other 
villagers* (3) The bulk of the villagerss about forty 
householdss are in the middle between these two extremes * 
Though they have difficulty in obtaining sufficient 
money for all the necessitiess through land ownership or 
ownership ©f small quantities of cattle, by mean!/of 
fairly continuous wage labor5 or by retailing on a small 
scale# they manage to "get along#" that is# to eat regu- ; 
larly. They are able to provide the household members 
with clothing# adequate shelter# and food*

As in many rural area® ©f Latin America# the 
differences in standard of living and scale of life between



the wealthiest amS the poorest d© B©t reflect the dif
ferences s proportionatelys in income levels between these 
two groups (of. Service 1954% 108-1T6). Where these 
differences become most marked is the differential parti
cipation in profit making ventures j, in those endeavors 
where risk is involved for the participants. Only the 
rich and the more well-to-do of the native villagers 
engage in independent:agriculture1 all the rest of the 
town either Sara mediae» work by the hour or day for 
wages.p or make mescal* Both the rich and the well-to-do 
are able to face a complete loss of a year:11 s . crop with
out being destroyed economicaliyi the rest of the village 
neither have stored capital nor lands nor cattle of 
value that would allow them to recover from such a blow.



CHAPTEE IV

THE SOCIETY

In the course .ef the day0 s events ah inhabitant 
of Meresichi interacts with other members of his house
holds with members of his extended familys and with other 
villagersi and with these people his contacts will be 
more frequent than with any non-villagers0 Even the most 
geographically mobile individual spends the greater part 
of his time in the village» while there are some who have 
left it only a few times in their lives. Yet all but 
very few of the inhabitants have strong and close rela
tions with others not resident in the immediate areas 
relatives in 0p©dep@5 friends in Tuapes business con
tacts in Magdalena or Heraosill©s and many others = A 
complete discussion of the Hsociety11 of Meresiehi would 
necessarily involve all of these and ultimately would 
lead:;tb/a dlscdsslon of widespread^ possibly - national» 
status groupsj, e,g, "rural peasant,* and from there to 
a discussion of the; place of the Meresichian in the 
national class system (cf„ Whetten 1950s 29 et passim),
Such a discussion, though highly desirable, is not within 
the scope of this paper, ' Recognizing that such extra- 
village ties exist, it Is possible to describe and
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discuss the ways in.which the villager8s relations with 
other members of his community are orderedj, the intra- 
village organisation within Which are played most of 
life4s acts^ if not all of the scenes„

Household and the Family 
The most common social group inhabiting the 

household is the simple nuclear familyj, a married couple 
with children (see Table 3)= Combining these with 
those nuclear family groups lacking one adult member plus 
those households headed by a married couple without 
children^ -there are thirty-five households built around 
the nuclear family living alone. Though there are no 
households eonsisfeirag of extended families (two nuclear 
families residing under th© same roof)a there is a seem
ing tendency toward matriloeal residence<, Ten nuclear 
families.either reside with a parent of the wife^ or are 
residing in the same multiple unity or are occupying the 
nearest house to that of the wife8 s family <, Only one such 
ease occurs with the family of the male spouse„ M© ex
planation of this was founds informants4 statements were 
to' the effect that residences ideallyy is neolocal<>

In most eases the nuclear family is not only the 
basic social unit but the primary economic one as well, 
land is owned by the members of the unity both male and



TABLE 3. COMPOSITION OF 
MEXIC© IN MEHESICHI„ SOHORA,

'■r

Of'
Adults* ChiIdren

Ti:">;MiBiaried> couple with

2. Married couple with 
children and parent 

', of husband \ ; Y ' ' ' "
3» Married couple with children and parent 

. of wife h ■
46 Midow(er) with children
So Married couple alone.
6o Single woman with 

• children : ;
To Single; Woman with chil-

8, Single woman with chil
dren and woman8s ; "

relatives

alone

4

2
4
2
4

5 ,
r

19
o
2 :'.;

17If
4
1©

6
12
2

96

4

©

1©

4
2
0
0

TOTALS

Over sixteen years of age»



femaleg anti, such co-operative labor that takes place in 
agriculture is generally within the nuclear family—
.sons with the father0 When the children of such a 
family mature anti the family of orientation is exchanged 
for one of procreation^ both members bring either prop
erty or a lack of property0 A few married sons still 
work the land of their fathers8 5 but many who have no 
land of their own are farming mediae with one of the 
richs or engage in wage, labor. Several sets of brothers 
live in the village and all engage in separate economic 
endeavorsj, withs in two cases s very distinct differences 
in economic status between the siblings„ Insufficient 
data were gathered'-, to say that such marked kin group 
independence in economic affairs continues in the less 
visible area than that of physical collaborations e.»go 
shared capital^ loans^ etc„s but within the village 
there are notable differences in apparent wealth between 
many sets of closely related people.

Eight households are composed of unmarried women 
and their children^ with no male spouse within the 
householdo Pour of these combine .-women and children 
onlyg two have one or more parent (s) of the womans and 
the other, two are composed of women with illegitimate 
children and the illegitimate offspring of the children. 
These households are supported by the economic activities
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of the adult members and In most eases are among the 
poorest families in Hereslehia Sueh households spring 
from multiple causes| some have resulted from the break
up of free unions between a man and a woman that either 
were of sueh short duration ©r of such a transitory - 
nature that the participants were not considered mar
ried j others stem from the promiscuity of the womans and 
at least one is the result of a long standing liaison 
between a man and a woman who have never married but who 
have had three childrenc In the latter ease none of 
the children bear the fatherSs namea nor do they share 
in his relatively high wealth position. Many ©f the 
fathers of the children are known by allg including the 
children themselves * but. in none of these families are 
the children recognised by the father$s name. There are 
at least two eases where a woman with am illegitimate 
child has been later married to another man and in both 
cases the father ©f the first child still resides in 
the villagej the children are either known by the name 
of the present husband or retain the mother’s maiden 
name. - v ' ' : ■■■

The households consisting of a group residing in 
a single dwelling are often set off from their neighbors 
by distances up to fifty yardss and even neighbors liv
ing close to one another are separated by shoulder high



patches of brush and larger trees„ Further acting to 
geographically isolate household from household is the 
wide spread of the villagei it covers nearly half a mile 
from end to end, effectively blocking close physical 
contact between.households located at the extremes. Some 
individuals, particularly women, may go for days or 
weeks without seeing members of the community who live 
at some distance.

Marriage patterns in the village, as indicated by 
the composition of the households, are similar to those 
©f rural Mexico in general (Mhetten 1948g 375-377)« 
Marriages are either legalized by a civil ceremony, 
sanctified by a church ceremony, sanctioned by both of 
these, or are "free" unions, where the couple reside to
gether without any ceremony. In Meresichi, the ideal 
type is that sanctioned civilly first, then by the church 
though both of these ceremonies may be preceded by a 
period of cohabitation,. Charges for both'ceremonies are 
only a few pesos each and the majority of the married 
villagers have-had at least one of the two. Many couples 
who have had the benefit ©f neither ceremony, are con
sidered in the village to be man and wife after several 
years of a stable free union.



Individuals seem t© marry somewhat later her® 
than in many parts of Mexico, The ideal age is said to 
be about twenty-five years for men and a few years less 
for womenj however? many below this age are' married 
and several beyond.it are still planning on marriage=
The youngest married woman in the village is fourteen̂ , 
though this was a forced union and immediately after the 
ceremony the husband left Meresiehi and has never returned. 
The next youngest bride is eighteen^ and the next twenty5 
there are no married males under twenty. Choice of 
partners is entirely up to the individual, but is sub
ject to greater or lesser parental pressure, k recent 
marriage took place between a daughter of-an influential 
family and a youth who was cordially disliked by all of 
the girl8 @ relatives3 nevertheless the wedding was given 
by the bride8s family, and at some cost. The couple set 
up housekeeping in the. village and have never been 
visited by any of the bride8s male relatives, who all 
still refuse.to speak to the husband.

Many marriages in the community have endured for 
thirty years or.more, and even in the case: ©f those that 
are known to be free unions there is an air of permanence, 
Only one case of spouse-changing has occurred in the 
recent past and the interpersonal relations of cohabiting



loud verbal argumentss and gossip about unhappy relations 
were all but absent. Women* ideally* are subservient, 
to mens one young man who has never been to the United 
States remarked that he could believe all that he heard 
about that country except that the "women give the orders. 
Yet in those households.closely observed decision making 
was as often in the hands of the women as in those of 
the m@n0 A woman* asked if her young daughter was to 
be allowed to make a trip to Hemosillo* replied* "Yes* 
but we?ll have to ask her father0"

There are at this time in Meresiehl twenty-seven 
individuals consideredtt© be illegitimate* that is* with
out a sociological father and with no patronymic <, If 
those individuals born outside of marriage but now in
cluded in another nuclear family are counted* at least 
five other persons are added„ Mo particular stigma at
taches to illegitimacy either for the child or the 
mother* other than that which may be attached to the 
general status position of the female .parent <, Attitudes 
generally are sympathetic toward both the child and 
mother because of the almost certain attendancy of 
poverty to such a family. All of the women with such 
children are poor* and in all but one case they are from 
families that have been poor some time into the past.
The fathers* as far as they are publicly known* are



typically from more well-to-do families^ and the father 
of at least five children^ by three w©mens is the 
wealthiest man in Mereslehio It is said in the village 
that if the girl is; ever fourteen years of age (the 
national legal marriage age for females)s the father of . - 
her children has no economic ©r social responsibility 
whatsoever. If he does not- choose to marry her or to 
support the ehildr@ns the woman has no recourse, And it 
is obvious in the villagep contrasting the high wealth 
positions of some of the fathers with the extremely low 
wealth position of the mothers and children^ that little 
or no help is given by.the male parent„ Illegitimacy^ 
and attitudes toward it in the village are summed up 
rather well by the remark, "Well, if a woman cannot have 
a husband, it is better to have children than to be 
alone,"'and this from a woman who, at seventy-nine, has 
never married nor had children,

. Kin Groups 
Throughout the valley one is impressed by the 

number of people encountered who prove to be related to 
acquaintances from other valley towns, The impression 
is gained that many, if not most of the Inhabitants of 
the valley from Tuape to Gpodepe, are related to each 
other more or less distantly by either genealogical or



affinal ties = TMs certainly is true ©f Mereslchlj the 
weh of kinship ties spreads' throughout the settlement 
: uniting all hut a few ©f the nuclear families int© larger 
kin grchps. Excluding families which have come to the 
town in the last fifteen years it would fee possible to 
relate almost every household t© any other* and to a 
lesser -extent., to many households in the other valley 
towns o Where genealogical kinship,;,ends * marriage ties 
begin* and when no such relationship exists there are 
frequently the known but unrecognized relationships 
due to common paternity.

There are thirty-five surnames carried by house
hold heads in the town. Though only eleven are present 
in more than one household* this does not reflect the 
degree of kinship affiliation between the various living 
units- (see Appendix). The proliferation of surnames Is ' 
due to many causes* and often masks strong kin ties be
hind different family names. If a woman joins in a free 
union* and has children* the children bear the father3s 
name. If the f ather moves on he leaves- his name behind* 
and if the woman has future children* they will have a 
different surname than their half-sib lings. Other names

. - ■ ■ ■ - - - I1-'.' V , ; - ' " - . ' V .

are added to the village roster by the movement to the 
village of male spousesj at the present* eight family 
names are due to sueh a cause = Additional names are
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aided by the movement into the Village ©f whole families 
not related to any others.̂ . e:.'g. the .school' teacher j, and ’ 
by the two cases of unattacheds . elderly people s wh© 5- r ; -
have moved to the village to live. Ten surnames.are ! '
shared by thirty-eight households^ with thirteen Inter
marrying families represented» and thou^i no prohibition - 
exists barring marriage between people bearing the same 
surnamei, no such cases were found „

The family in Meresiehi is bi-laterali equal 
recognition is taken by ego of the kin of both, parents„ 
Names are inherited from the fatherj, except in cases of 
illegitimacy, and the connective 11 yH is rarely if ever 
used to indicate maternal familial ties„ Women, upon 
marrying, retain their madden names and add the possessive 
adjective nde, followed by the name of their spouse, 
e.g. Rita Hartines d@ Valenzuela, where Bita Martinez 
is the woman1s maiden name. Though no quantitative data 
were, gathered, it is suspected that soeiometrie analysis 
of the intensity of social relationships in the village 
would show that kinship ties are of primary importance. 
Whether they live together or not close kin are often 
seen in each otherffs company, and often, are quite close 
friends. There are less than ten households not closely 
related to at least two ©Saers genealogicallyj two of 
these represent:women who came to the village late in
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life and who live alone, • another- is that of one of the 
rich who has not married but who has unrecognized off
spring in several householdsanother belongs. t© the ... 
sehool teacher, and the others are households about which 
insufficient data were gathered.

Ritual kinship, known to be strong in most; areas 
of Latin Americaappears to be poorly developed in 
Meresichl. The formal structure of the ritual kin sys
tem is the typical one (lints 1950s 341 et passim), yet 
bonds formed by the god-parent relationship appear to 
lack the social importance associated with them in other 
areas. An individual - takes god-parents at baptism, con
firmation, marriage, and at a few other religious occa
sions, e.g. Holy Week. Individuals sometimes refer to 
each other by these ritual kin terms, i.e. eomadr®, and 
compadr®, but many do not use them. The only obligation 
stated to. be .incurred through such ties was for all 
people■standing in these relationships to "respect" each 
otherthis was not observed in many known-eases. It 
- is.; poS-S ible. that further research would demonstrate a 
much more important social role for ritual kihship than 
assigned it here. During the,'period of this study, com- 
padrazgo, as a social force, seemed less important than . 
genealogical and affinal ties, general status, and other 
features to be discussed below.



Status and Ranked Groups 
Little work has been done on the analysis of 

^lass ̂ n -Me and th®. relationship: of the ruralv
agrieulturalist to the urban system of stratification is 
not known. It is possible that a national scheme would 
group all of the small subsistence farmers and mescal- 
makers of the San Miguel valley into a rural lower class 
and only slightly differentiate the rich in the village 
from all the rest. While such a classification might be 
justified bn the basis of culture Gontent and shared 
values a nevertheless there is a system of stratification 
in operation in the village whichj, though it does not 
clearly demarcate classes* recognises several groups that 
cluster about points on the continuum of prestigeThe 
most easily recognised principles that allocate a posi
tion to a member of a household are threes (1) identi- . 
fieation with the aboriginal group* (2) Wealth position* 
(3) an intangible that might be called "character0W

The physical types that are found in the village 
have been described above with the two extreme: types re
ferred to as 11 Indian11 and "White." To what degree these 
physical types match the genetic fact could not be. 
guessed* and is not really of crucial importance here.
But what is of importance is that the villagers do make 
distinctions on the basis ©f physical appearance* and



use these criteria as one device for assigning prestige. 
Three, classifications are made by the villagers on the 
.basis of .physical 'appearance: either ah individual; or a 
household is Indian/ or it is White-* or it is composed 
of mixed: bloodso About one third of the villagers are 
assigned to each grdup (see Table 4), and those so as
signed usually carry the indicated phenotype,

TABLE 4. ASSIGNMENT TO EAGIAB GATEG01Y CONTRASTED WITH ECONOMIC POSITION OF HOUSEHOLDS IN MERESICHI, SONORAa MEXICO

Economic Level White Racial Category./Mixed Indian
. Rich . ... '3-

.. Well-to-do 10
"Get^along" 11

. •: loor ' ' ■ " • ;-.b 1 2 ' ■ 8
TOTALS 24 17 ■ M S  /

Skin color distinctions are made in Meresichii, , 
but Mitheut' many fine gradationsThe terms .used, i 
"blonde^" "red-headed#" "light," "brunettea" Hdarkj>M and 
"black,are about the same as those used by many 
upper-class Mexicans to designate skin color when no 
racial implication is involved. To be dark skinned in



Meresichi is a mark of low prestige£ and. while not in
fallible as a status markerg skin color is the best 
single visible indicator;of the position of an indi
vidual bn the status laWer of the village. The dark 
skins unless controverted by some other factor, marks 
the individual as a descendant of the.aboriginal group, 
and hence an Indian, The reasons why this aboriginal 
group should be granted low esteem are not clear 0 The 
©pat#s were a highly prised ally of the Spanish, and 
later of the Mexicans, and have had favorable relations 
with Europeans from the first„ Yet it appears clearly 
from the accounts of travelers in Sonora during the 19th 
and early 20th century that even then the Indians were 
ashamed of their aboriginal descent, This shame may 
have reflected low esteem granted them by the Europeans. 
The term "Indio" or 11 Indian11 is used sparingly in the 
village and then only as a term of reference, never one 
of address. The people classified as Indians use the 
term only in a self-deprecatory sense, “We®re nothing but 
poor Indians"i it is alsp used by these people, and 
others in the village, to voice displeasure with Children 
e.g. “What a dirty Tittle Indian!“ Whites often employ 
euphemisms in place of the term "Indian” to designate 
the people meants "them," "those that live over there," 
and "the indigenous people" are the most common.
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Th@ people in the village in identifying house

holds as to their "racial" affiliations assign twenty- 
four to the White category^ seventeen to the mixed 
group/ and eighteen to the Indian0 ̂  A cross tabulation 
of these households with the classification of household 
units by wealth position shows an extremely strong cor- 
■ relation between assumed racial background and wealth 
position in the village (see Table 4)0 Won® of the rich 
are considered to be Indiansa and on the other hands all 
but one of these considered to be Indians are in the 
two lowest economic categories 0 Those economically con
sidered to be poors the lowest economic group^ are pre
dominantly Indiano The congruency between the two sys
tems of classification is almost perfects marred only 
by one household that is described as well-to-do and as 
Indianfl and by two households that are classified, as 
mixed and poor„

These eases are instructive. The well-to-do 
Indian is a cattle owner and has land as wellj, and one 
of his sons is part owner of the cantina. His brother 
and several of his children reside in the village' and 
all are considered to be Indiansa yet when people were 
asked what his affiliation was many replied that he was 
not an Indian/ that he was well off, and furthermore 
his father had been of a well known White family. While
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his paternity may haw been different from that of his 
brothers in other similar eases the paternity Is ignored 
and th,e individual:'-is classified in the same racial cate
gory as the mother o Of the two mixed households which are 
classified as Mp©ors" the name of one was frequently men
tioned as Indian5 though the family is as European appear
ing as any of the households considered to be "mixed."
This household, however, is extremely poor and is composed 
©f a woman head, and two generations of "fatherless" 
children. The problem here seems to be the reconcilia
tion of assumed racial background with the local associa
tion of Indian-mess with poverty, and White physical type 
with wealth. The problem is resolved by some' through 
ignoring the overtly apparent physical criteria and locat
ing the individuals and households in question by refer
ence to status markers other than physical characteristics.

Several criteria, in addition to physical type 
define membership in the various status groups § land 
ownership, occupation, traditional familial association 
with the village, marriage patterns, house types, 
and others (see Table 5). Hone of these criteria com
pletely set off one group from anotherg it is, instead, 
a matter of frequency. N© families considered to be 
White manufacture mescalj to provide the only excep
tion, however, three do sell it in their homes. The



TABLE 5„ HOWSEHOLBS CLASSIFIED AS TO PHYSICAL TYPE CONTRASTED WITH SELECTED CRITERIA

PhysiCcil' Tsrpe 7-Criteria ' ■ vv. White {24) Mixed, (T71 Indian (lbj 
fo No, fo No. T> No.

1. Farming own land or own more than 3 head of cattle 70.8 52.9 9 44.4 8
2o Make or sell mescal ::12o5'- : 3* '• 17.6 3 66.7 12
3- Household head born in Meresiehi V 50.0 12 76,5 13 94.4 17
% One or more parents of household head born In Mere siehi 54.2 13 76.5 13 88.9 16
5o Fatherless household ' ,,;4 .2  - -- vi i : : 17.6 ■S-'\ 33.3 6
6„ Reside in casas de dos nabes . -I.’.. ■ ■64,7 11 66.7 1 2 ;

7 * Have worked in the XJnited States ■ : - 37 .5  \' 9 35.3 6 11.1 . 2 -

All three househoMs sell mescalj, none makes it»
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frequency of both manufacture and. sal© of the beverage 
Is greatest among the Indian households. land ownership 
is least common among the Indians ̂ and only one of the 
eight households indicated as owning land among this- 
group has enough to be considered among the families 
that are well-to-do^ most of the others find it neces
sary to engage in wage work or handle mescal. The 
poverty of many Indian families is further indicated by 
their material possessions and the house type in which 
they, reside. Two-thirds of the Indians reside in casas 
d® dos nabesj.. of the third who do not many live in 
single r©omfl flat-roofed adobe houses marked by the same 
absence of material possessions that characterises most 
of the Indian homes.

Another feature that differentiates between many 
Whites and many Indians is that the Indians typically 
think of Meresiehi as their ancestral home and have no . 
remembrance or knowledge of their families ever having 
lived anywhere else. Half of the Whites are not native 
to Meresiehi and many of these are from some distance 
away— Hayon^ Uresfl the Sonora Biver valleyor even 
Hemosillo. One of the effects of this disparate origin 
is readily seen walking'through the desert with indi
viduals from the different groups. The Indians know the 
name of every plant and animal„ the haunts of the bees
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and. the site ©f every cave* and. have a name for nearly 
every natural feature = While some ©f the Whites knew 
most or all of these things* many know nearly none.

Possibly related to differences in. attitudes 
toward the village as a place in which to live and to 
work* are the, relative numbers of the three categories 
who have gone to the United States to work. Few Indians 
have gone* and none are going now. If the figures on 
movement to other parts of Sonora were included in Table 
5* the differences would become larger. At this time 
several White families and some of the mixed are talking 
of going to Caborca or to the'cotton camps around Her- 
mosillOo Only one Indian family planned on moving* and 
then to the neighborhood of Rayon* still within the 
valley* and planned definitely on returning in a month 
or two. All braeeros need to carry a letter of recom
mendation from the president of the munlcipio* plus suf
ficient money to take care of expenses until the first 
paycheck is received. While most of the Indians would 
likely receive the necessary letter most would not have 
the required expense money. Still* to go as a wet-back 
usually costs less* and very few have left in. this way 
either.

Illegitimacy rates are apparently higher among 
the Indians than the Whites* and consequently there are



more female-headed households among the former group„ 
Economically-this'type of household is at a distinct 
disadvantage even though the woman herself may own prop
erty 0 Without!mdult males to work the land and bring in 
cash and food* the land is soon lost through sale or 
mortgagei, and in either ease n© longer contributes to 
the maintenance of the family0 This type of family has 
a built-in self-perpetuation mechanisms with the 
laisses-fair© attitude that prevails in the village re
garding illegitimacy and marriages this type of household 
has little hop© of forcing a marriage for a daughter with 
childo There are presently two households where socio
logical fathers are absent for two generations back*
While taking the census of the village an attempt was 
made to collect names and places of birth of at least two 
generations preceding that of the informants in many 
eases where the identity of the mother and the mother8s 
mother came easily^ similar questions regarding the 
identity of the father were greeted with a laugh and a 
shrugs ©r by a remark that fended off the question» If 
the problem of illegitimacy were to be seriously studied 
in Heresichi it is suspected that the incidence would 
be much higher than it herein appears„

. It is possible to discuss and describe the status 
groups in Mereslchi in terms of their differing eharac-



teristics;, yet these are se lie ted, criteria, and the 
people who differ from others in some regards are iden
tical to each other in many othersAny person elassi- . 
fied as Indian and any person in the status "Mhite" 
would likely share the great hulk of their behavioral 
patternss differing in only.a few. In turn each of 
thesBj, Indian and White s would likely share more and have 
fewer differences with any person in the "mixed" cate
gory^ than with an individual located in the opposite 
polar group. The genesis of this system of stratifica
tion lies back in history and the strong racial element 
involved today suggests that it may be tied to attitudes 
toward the aboriginal group manifested by some of the 
early European settlers. Howevers the status system is 
clearly not based purely on racial differences5 the 
eases of the individuals of disputed placement indicates 
that economic position is als© a strong factor in the 
social placement of members of the community. That eco
nomic mobility is a possibility5 if a rare ©nes is 
demonstrated by the well-to-do Indiani that it may also 
be downward in direction is suggested by the "poor" 
household that is only sometimes placed in the Indian

Another type of mobility appears to be associated 
with that diffuse quality called here "character."



Several individuals from poor Indian families are highly 
respected and treated with some deference by alls Whites 
included. One of these is a man about* forty who lives 
in the poorest house in the villages makes mescaland 
lives in free union with a woman who had had two chil
dren out of wedlock to another man, This man would pro
vide an excellent norm for the low status male in Mere- 
sichi 3 yet he is respected and spoken of as a man who 
is highly industrioussob@ra but very unlucky. The 
blaeksmith is another ease of prestige assignment being 
based on other than economic-racial criteria. Coming 
from a "mixed" family and still strongly identifying 
with the Indian groups he has been elected village Judge 
for several years past and iss by consensus of opinion 
and by self-admission^, one of the most influential men 
in MeresiGhi, ' ' -

"Character" as. used here# Is related to esteem; 
that iSj the social reward accruing to an individual for 
fulfillment of his rolesa but it is also more than this. 
It was as. if the group had certain expectancies', regard-; 
ing the personality characteristics associated with the 
high prestige statuses^ and the degree to which any in
dividual fulfills these expectancies is another factor 
in his social placement. Those individuals who approxi
mate the cultural ideal in this respect are accorded
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high prestige regardless of the ether status criteria
they may possesso

The importance of this system of stratification 
in ordering social relations^ how it brings people to
gether and how it keeps them aparta is discussed below.

Social Behavior 
In addition to the attitudes and values that tend 

to separate the status'groups s very real barriers to 
intensive interaction exist in .the economic and social 
behavior of the racial-economic strata.

The concern of the rich with the outside commer
cial world* their economic ties with people from other 
villages and towns* and their kinship affiliations which 
are also outside of Meresichi all tend to remove them 
from intensive interaction with most of the other vil
lagers in every day life. Though they spend much time 
in the village* most of their relations with other vil
lagers are impersonal in nature— employer* seller* person 
who can do favors* and always economic superior._ The few 
friendships these men have in the village* aside from 
those based on a sexual relationship * are with men from 
the well-to-do group of the native townspeople.

Excluding the rich* the rest of the villagers 
are united by common interests in subsistence activities*
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village soeial affairsy kin and affinal ties'= The well- 
to-do* some with personal* non-eeonomie relationships 
with the rich* also have strong ties with the remainder 
of the land owners and cattle raisers in Heresiehi 
through agricultural affairs= The landowning group* in
cluding all of the upper* or well-to-do strata* and most 
of those who merely “get-along*” are characterised by 
strong genealogical ties* and by.those created by mar
riage as well= An examination of kin ties within the 
landholding group shows that here physical type is a 
potent social factor*. The White families in the village* 
of whatever economic position* are in almost all cases 
more closely related to other White families than to any 
which are considered to be Indian* Households tend to be 
more closely related to those other households of approxi
mately equal economic standing than to those dissimilar 
in this respect5 however* when the physical element is 
introduced, the statement has to be revised: households
tend to be most closely related t# those households which 
display similar economic and physical characteristics*
Thus a Ihite* well-to-do household in the village is 
more closely related to the other White* well-to-do . 
households than to any other group in Heresiehi* At the 
same time this household is closely related to many 
households'of lesser economic standing* but is more



closely -related• thos©i:.whi-ch are classified as White
than to those classified as Indian, In the middle eco
nomic group those classified as racially mixed are about 
equally related,to Indians and Whitess and economically 
primarily engage in wage work or are small scale agri
culturalists , The status positions filled by people of 
the middle economic and racial groups effectively tie 
together the two polar extremesa and are characterised 
by a blending and mixing of those criteria used to de
scribe the Indian and White statuses. Thusa through a 
chain of common economic interests^ common racial back
ground , and through kinship ties5 the lowest prestige 
groups are connected with the highest native prestige 
groups, A poorg Indian mescal-maker has common occupa
tional interests with those mescal-makers who are "mixed/* 
and genealogical ties with those Indians who engage in 
agriculture. The "mixed" mescal-maker may well have 
strong kinship ties with those Indians who engage in agri
culture , and both of these likely have close ties with 
some members of the uppera White groups the former 
through actual kin ties* the latter more often through 
common economic ■ interest, One of the. most common mech
anisms which act to draw together the different status 
groups is that of marriages high status males marry low 
status femalesa and at least in one case, the reverse has



Economic relationships between all of the vil
lagers s with the exception of members of nuclear family 
groups <, are impersonal in nature c Two men jointly mak
ing mescal^ keep separate those heads eoliected by each* 
and the money received for the run of the beverage is - 
split proportionately c, Go-operative labor in the vil
lage is usually done through the medium of wage labors 
an individual needing help to work.on an irrigation 
ditch3 employs his friends and other members of the vil
lage for. so much a day= Even brothers deal with, each 
other in monetary terms j if one has some item the other 
wants or needs5 the object is as likely to be sold as 
lento Relations between the various economic strata 
and common interest groups are also marked by this same 
impersonality2 often motivated by a well developed con
cern with self-interest» In the fall and winter of 1954- 
55 several men, imcluding a few of the well-to-do, were 
farming medias in wheat with one of the rich, the latter 
providing water, from, his well 0 i After a prolonged 
drought, when water was urgently needed by the Wheat 
growers, the. well-owner decided that there was insuffi
cient surplus for the wheat lands and all the medieros 
lost their crops along with their Invested seed and 
labor. It was said in the village that the water was
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denied the wheat growers to force them to remove the 
wheat and re-plant cottonc If this was the actual motive 
or not is uncertain̂ , yet the refusal of the water did 
force the wheat growers to re-plow their fields and plant 
cottono When the cotton was planted^ the water from 
the wells was sufficient to irrigate it0

The two most common meeting places in the village 
are the largest store and the heme of the Indian mescal 
wholesalers the former habituated by most of the men in 
the villagej the latter by middle and low status male 
adults and by most of the male youth of the community.
In the evenings men gather at both places and at anothers 
this the home of an old White widow who runs a store.
In her home the upper status males gather to play cards 
and to drinks to discuss business and just to talkj and 
their group is usually surrounded by several lower status 
individuals who are there to watch the card game® and 
occasionally to join in the conversation. Also in the 
evenings small gatherings of men are to be found in the 
homes where mescal is.sold. Hen come in̂  order a one- 
peso glasss pass it first to all presents and thens when 
it - returnss. drink what remains. At one time or another 
all of the adult males of the community may be seen in 
most of these placess yet in each the composition is about 
the same from day to days and in @aehs one or another of
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the status groups is dominant numerically most of the 
time* Ease and familiarity .characterises a gathering 
when it is composed entirely of one status groups but 
change. ■- to restraint and sometimes, hostility when a per
son of markedly different status enters« During this 
study the introduction of cotton was causing.stressa 
particularly between the rich and some of the small 
agriculturalists | some of the latter would leave-a group 
when one ©f the rich entered it. Interpersonal relations 
between individuals of markedly different status posi
tions s when not mitigated by kinship ties s consists of 
conversational deference and politeness .(use of formal 
"usted/1 verb forms) ©n the part of the social inferior5 
and levity and familiarity on the part of the superiorc

The mescal wholesaler8 s house serves at all times 
as headquarters for the male youth of the village^ re
gardless of the status-of their familieso Here all of 
the young men with Idle time on their hands play cardsa 
drinkj, or talk, - and not infrequently shout at the girls 
who deliberately pass by 0 This house ..is also the meeting 
place for the peloteros, or the baseball team0 Baseball 
has only recently become a diversion in the town, though 
It is widely played throughout the rest, of Sonora5 next 
to drinking it is now the number one amusement of the 
male youth of Heresiehi as well as for many of the
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younger menu It is enjoyed, as a spectator sport by all 
the inhabitants„ The team members s representing nearly 
every household in the village and nearly all who wish 
to play^ view the game primarily as-a'form of amusement 
rather than as a competitive sporto This attitude is 
strikingly different from that held by the members of 
Opodepe8 s team, and when the two play, Eeresiehi is 
usually soundly threshed„

Organised amusements are rare in Meresiehio The 
only form that occurs regularly are the dances held near
ly every Sunday night in front of the home of the Indian 
mescal wholesaler0 They are attended by all of the male 
youth and all of the female youth ©f the lower status 
families! girls from the upper status households attend 
intermittentlyo Behavior at the dances is highly formal 
between the participants0 Boys and girls who during the 
day chat and laugh freely together, when at the dances 
often barely speak to each othero 'Waiting for the music 
to begin, the girls sit together on a log on one side 
of the dance floor while the men mill about around the 
edges of the cleared area* When the music begins the 
men rush to choose their partners, return to the dance 
floor, and then proceed to dance as if it were an obli
gation and a duty* When the music is over the man 
escorts the girl back to the log and there leaves her*
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While dancing the partners maintain solemn facess and 
rarely does ranch conversation pass between the dancers 0 
All of the girls are escorted to the dance by their 
mothers who take-seats: behind the log-used by the girls 
and from there observe the entire affair0 A few married 
women occasionally attend the dancess but rarely dance. 
Most married men come without their wives5 and most . 
dance frequently»

A few other organized amusements are sometimes 
provided by traveling shows that make their way up the 
valley visiting each of the small toms for a day or two. 
Possibly one or two of theses consisting of one or two 
vaudeville-type acts stop in Meresichi each year =

Drinking mescal is part of the normal expected 
behavior of a man in this community» Getting drunks if 
done only a few times each year and neither accompanied 
by fighting nor extended over a long period^ entails mo 
gossip nor loss of prestige.. Drinking once begun* how- 
ever* is liable to last anywhere from one day to a month 
or more 5 and may ultimately involve wandering from one 
valley town to another o. The return to the home village 
is finally brought about by the complete exhaustion of 
available assets* e6g» horse* saddle* boots» etc »•* with 
which to buy mescal. During these periods Of drinking 
men become openly gregarious and' often boisterous* and



travel about ingroups of two or more5 often on a single 
horsej, documenting their location and condition with 
song. It is a rare day in Meresichi when there are no 
borrachos about the streets^ and when the major fiestas 
occur, all but a handful of the men of the village get 
drunk.

One is struck by the overt, social dlsassociation 
of the village adults from one another, that is, except 
wheh drinking. The isolation of the women in the homes 
has been mentioned, and as they rarely if ever drink, 
there are ho mixed drinking bouts between men and women. 
Women, moving from the house only with some formal 
reason, may g© for days or even weeks without seeing 
other women living nearby. Doha Tula, a still active 
woman in her seventies, has a son and daughter-in-law 
living about one hundred yards away but so located that 
the two houses are not visible from each other. Periods 
of weeks pass in which the two women d® not exchange 
wordsI all news passed between.the two households is 
carried by the male members and the children. The 
; solitary horseman is a common sight in the area as is . % 
the man working alone in the fields. Though men eireu- 
late more freely.than dowomen they most frequently d© so 
alonei at night men may move from one social gathering 
to another but they come in by themselves and leave the
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same way0 Close friendships appear to exist between 
youths of the same age and sex0 Many pairs and three
somes are seen almost continuously in each other®s com
pany a and these small sets of friends often combine into 
larger groups characterised by warmth of feeling toward 
each othero Whether these friendships^ in another form, 
are continued into adult life is not knownj if they do 
the overt manifestations change as the youth turned 
adult moves into the more family-centered activities of 
adult life. The formerly close companionship to many 
of the peer group becomes a different type of relation
ship, possibly that of ritual kinship„

It is rare to see close friendship between youths 
of families from widely separated status groups0 All of 
the youth of the community mix during leisure time ac
tivities without any apparent regard for social criteria 
that may set their families apart, yet when these larger 
aggregations split into pairs or threesomes,■the indi
viduals contained within each of these small sets are 
usually from families in more or, less the same social 
position. That this represents any snobbishness is 
doubtful! instead it likely reflects many of the same 
forces that act to group adults together in daily life8 
common occupations, common economic interests, common 
expectations, kinship ties and similar leisure schedules.



Social Control
In Meresiehi there are two eivil offices repre

senting the Munlcipi© and ultimately the federal govern
ment 0 These ©ffiees are the comlsario de policia or 
police officer5 and the juez civil j criminal or civil 
and criminal judge 0 Tlie way in which men are chosen to 
fill these ©ffiees is not clearg some informants say they 
are elected* others say they are appointed0 Theyway in 
which it seems to occur is that individuals are informal
ly nominated and their suitability for the office is 
then discussed in the village„ Wien the election takes 
place little doubt remains as to who will attain the 
office * and the ultimate sanction to hold the position 
comes from the presidents municipal.

The police officer ,has.little to do in Meresiehi 
and the office carries little responsibility 0 . His pri
mary duties are concerned with the promulgation of of
ficial notices sent to Meresiehi from Opodepe* and the 
maintenance of the peace when it is threatened<, This 
office has been held by many ©f the adult males In the 
past and the chief qualifying factors are reliability and 
moderation in drinking habits= The office is presently 
held by a relatively poor Indian who has gained stature 
in Meresiehi due to his positions he has* however* only 
moved from a .low prestige status to one somewhere nearer
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the middleo He formerly drank a great deal and made 
mescal— he new does neither0

Mi office presently with more power in the vil
lage, than that of police' officer is that of civil and 
criminal judge0 It is the judge who decides who is to 
be punished for what s and how severelŷ , and in facts is 
the actual voice of the municipio in the village o Little 
power resides in either office^ and little is required. 
Very little happens in Meresichi that cannot be settled 
without recourse to formal authority. During the period 
of this study possibly five men were sent to the jails 
for a period of a few hours each,■for drinking excessive
ly and fighting, A slightly more complex ease was pre
sented when someone burned down the dance ramada used on 
San Isidro8s day. The culprits were soon found when it 
was remembered that two youths, neither of whom smoke, 
were around borrowing matches» They both were fined a 
few pesos and made to pay for the destroyed beams used 
in the ramada, - .

Another civil office, not formally linked with the 
municdjgio structure, is found in the village. This is 
the jues de campo, or judge of land-use, who is elected 
by all those villagers owning land or cattle. It is he 
who regulates the use of the small amount of existing 
river water, allocates the use of the non-cultivated



land., and whose appr©¥al Is necessary before any major 
change may be made - in the present use ©i* land In the 
Meresiehl domain» The man now holding the office is a 
Ihites well-to-do» and isrposslbly the most respected man 
In .the village. He displays all ©f those features herein 
described as being prerequisites to high prestiges he 
is Whites one of the largest cattle owners^ comes from 
a family Tong in association with , the villagea and - is ■. 
often cited as a man of nearly ideal character0



CHAPTER V

BBX,XeiON

. Little is known of the religious beliefs and prac
tices of the aboriginal inhabitants of the Opaterfa. The 
early missionariess accustomed to the highly organized 
and complex religions of the southern Mexicanss were led 
to remark on the lack of religion among the Sonorans 
(Rudo Ensay© 1951s 58-64)0 A recent work cites the 
existence of shamans among the Opatas (Johnson 1950s 32- 
36 )j, and it would be surprising if this groups described 
as culturally superior to all their neighbors.p had any 
less complex a belief.system and religious organization 
than had the aboriginal Yaquis0 . Beals describes a 
pantheona a number of religious specialistss and a long 
list of ceremonials for the Yaquis prior to Spanish con
tact (Beals 1943s 57-71)o

The problem of sorting out j, in the contemporary 
culture5 those items" which are aboriginal'in origin and 
those which represent Spanish introductionss is a vexing 
one o Methodologically the problem is immense% it in
volves an understanding of not only pre-European contact 
Opata cultures but thorough knowledge of what European 
traits were available to the Indians« . In Sonoras where
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not only were the Spanish drawn from many parts of Spain* 
French and Germans have been influential at different 
times and further complicate the possibilities as to 
■sourceo Many theoretical difficulties attend any such 
sorting: cultural "blends*M where ultimately the source
of any trait would have to be considered to be dual in 
nature3 parallel development is a possibility1 convergence 
of an aboriginal pattern to some degree of approximation 
to a European custom needs to be considered^ and the 
likelihood of limited possibilities of development also 
could be important 0 This point will be discussed below 
where the question of origin arises in regard to specific 
practices contained within the religious system as it 
is found in Meresichi todayo Whatever were the beliefs 
and practices of the Opatas* few if any religious cus
toms remain that may be definitely tied to the pre- 
conquest timeso The Meresichian is a carrier of the type 
of Christianity introduced into the area by the Jesuit 
and Franciscan priests* and due to continuous if not 
intensive contact with priests until the present* re- ' 
ligious practices have been constantly modified in ac
cordance with changes in church teachings in the rest 
of Mexico,
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The Chxtrch

The eenter of religious activity in the village 
is the church building#'..a flat-f©@feds adobe structures 
that "is now in a state of poor repair 0 The rear section 
of the roof and a room to the east of the altar have 
both collapsed and the edifice consists of a wall shell 
and a portion of roof that covers the north end, where 
the altar is located» All of the churches in the valley, 
from Opodepe to Cueurpe, are in about the same condi
tion =, Sporadic attempts are made to repair all of them 
by the respective villagers^ the church at Opodepe is 
slowly being re-roofed with galvanised iron«

The churches in Opodepe, Tuape, and Cueurpe were 
.old when Father Kin© passed through the valley in 1687 
(Bolton, 1948§ I, 110)o They were built sometime around 
the year 1650, but due to continuous remodeling and 
repairing, it is likely that very little still remains of 
any.of the original structures. The age of the church 
building in Meresiehi is uncertain^ various informants 
say it was built about 189© and others are sure that it 
was very old at that time. From Jesuit accounts there 
does not appear to have been a church in the village 
during the 18th century» It is possible that it was 
built sometime after the Jesuit expulsion, probably in 
the early part of the 19th century when the village was
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reinhablted0 The informants8 statements to the effect 
that the church was built around 1890 could then be 
taken as referring to a major restoration.about that time« 

leither the exterior ©f the building nor the in
terior is imposing„ The flat exterior relief is broken 
only by the low bell supports found over the door2 the 
interior walls are rough and consist of unfinished adobes 
plastered and whitewashed only on that section located 
under the roof= The !©¥» plain altar is usually covered 
with a white cloth and has above It, to both sidess 
images of the VirginP Christs San Isidro labrador (the 
village patron)s the Sacred Hearts plus two or three 
smalls framed pictures. The church and all of its 
contents are thought to belong to all the members of the 
village rather than to the organized Catholic churchc

Religious Organization 
There is no resident priest In leresiehis and 

none nearer than Rayons to the south of Qpodepe0 This 
priest makes from two to four visits to Meresiehi each 
year and visits Opodepe somewhat more frequently0 His / 
most regular visit to Meresiehi is. on the Fiesta de San 
Isidro labrador (May 15thL when he.s^rs Masss performs 
marriageSs and baptizes children,, Other visits are oc
casioned by notices to him that there are children to be
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baptized @r opMples.to he marrledo All of thepriest8s 
services tiave a charge ranging from ten pesos for a 
baptism t© fifty or mere for. a Mass on a major feast day, 
This moiaey is either paid directly by. the recipient, of .. 
the service ors as in the case of a Mass5 it is collected 
by one of the female villagers from the more devout mem
bers of the cpmmunifyo Presently there is some anti
clerical feeling in the village and it is directed more 
at. the present priest than at the cler^ in general „ It 
seems to stem from the attitudes of this priesta who has 
been in this district only a few yearsa toward the vil
lage o He reportedly refuses to eat or sleep in Meresichi 
due to a lack of adequate facilities and often berates 
the villagers for drinkings failure to support the 
.churchy for some of their religious practicess and for 
attending Protestant services, He also has recently 
raised the prices for his services.

In the daily religious life of the community the 
priest has almost mo part s only his ability to baptize 
makes him indispensable to the villagers. Religious 
routine is hand.led by a group of four women assisted by 
./oneor two f others = • This entire group is: known as ; las 
eantoras or the singers. The cantpras are not a formal 
organizations there. are no rules governing memberships n© 
recognized leaders and no true area of recognized



authority 0 Membership in the group appears to last until 
a person is incapacitated by old ages and selection to the 
group is at.this time by invitation of the incumbent 
cantoras„ Two of the women are from households most con
sistently identified as Indian-, the other two are from 
the household only sometimes identified as Indian,, All 
of the cantoras and their helpers are from poor families5 
three are from households composed of women and father
less children » All but one of the cantoras have illegi
timate children„

This group of women lead the singing in the 
church and in the religious processions0 They are also 
taxed with the organizational work connected with the 
presentation of any religious service3 and appear to 
direct every religious affair that takes place in Mere- 
sichio But all of this responsibility-, except- for a few 
periods of intensive religious activity in the yearly 
rounds, requires at most not more than a few hours each 
week from each of the cantoras„

The old woman who takes care of the church is 
another part-time religious specialist* An Indian 
womana it is she who is entrusted with the keys, to the 
padlock that secures the front door of the church* She 
also dusts and sweeps inside and directs the activities 
of other women who help her in these chores* This woman/
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priest as a person of special, status 0 Her job has n© 
titles and holding it does not enhance her prestige in 
the Tillage.except in those affairs directly connected 
with-the churcho When this woman was younger she was a 
cant ora j) but having lost her voice s she n© longer sings 0 
How she was selected for the job isn81 known-, but she 
will hold it until to© old to perform the job— she is 
now near eighty0

The only other permanent religious organization 
in the village is a group ©f y@ungs unmarried girls who 
work in the church and attend t@ the religious instruc
tion of the younger children» This group is unnamed^ 
and at one time or anothers young girls from nearly every 
family in the village were seen sweeping or cleaning 
within the church0 "

In the yearly ceremonial rounds at least tw© 
transitory organizations com® into beings the fariseos 
associated with Lenten observancesi and the Past©ress a 
group ©f young boys and girls. who dance for a fiesta in 
Januarys probably Epiphanys January 6th (see Appendix
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sent the forces of evil during the latter part of Lent, 
particularly during the last few days of Holy Week.
This group is directly under the control of from one to■ 
four captains appointed by the canterasj the total group 
consists of from ten to twenty male youth or young men.
- Homemade.costumes and masks are worn by all except the 
captainsi and;during their play actings the fariseos are 
forbidden to speak except by using a small reed whistle 
carried in the mouth. During the last few days of Holy 
Week the fariseos are most active and spend several 
hours each day in costume baiting the forces of good4, 
e.g. women praying in the churchy participants in the 
religious processionsa the statues within the church, 
and the church itself. They create disturbances around, 
the village by chasing children, horses, and dogs, and in 
general by bedeviling the other villagers. Membership in 
this organization is part of the expicted behavior of 
all the male youth of the village, and it is said that 
all of the men native to the village have belonged. 
Participation does not seem to stem from religious seal 
as much as from the desire for amusement1 during the 
time when the organization is active many of the men are 
continuously drunk, mildly abusive to those to whom they 
normally would show respect, and are allowed to carry 
out pranks that would normally not be tolerated. The
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rather severe whippings administered, to the fariseos. on . 
Holy Saturday morning constitute:an additional stimulus 
to p^tioipatioaj: it iS-assiMed in the Yillage that only 
fear Of these whippings will keep a youth from' llcoming > 
out" as a fariseOo Hence a young boy striding to reach 
adult status is forced to enter theorganization or he 
judged not yet a man. Boys begin, to participate at 
around the age of fifteen and may continue until thirty- 
five or more. .> .

The fariseos come into being as an organization 
in the week preceding. Holy W@@ka when they make the church 
ready for the coming ceremonies <, They are active through 
most of Holy Week, and then for a few days after Easter 
when,they dismantle the paraphernalia used in the church 
and in the processlons <,. „ They then cease to function ,' 
until the following yearo The only indication of a once 
more complex organisation than at present is offered hy 
the Gohtlnual presence at all of the Lenten observances 
of an old man who just stands off at one side and 
watches». The cantoras and the fariseo captains continu
ally go to this man for advice on what to do nexts or on 
how things should be done. Justification of the role 
he plays in the ceremonies was offered by one of the 
cantoras who said, "He remembers how things used to be," 
and she later remarked that the old man was "chief“ of
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the cantoras and the fariseos. It Is possible that he 
asd his role are remnants © f a  once:more complex organiza
tion found among the farise© group (of. Johnson 1950s 39- 
4G) <, Even now there are a few close parallels between ' 
the Holy Meek observances in Mereslchl and, those prac- •
tleed by the Yaquls in Meresidhi the civil government 
turns over all of its authority to the, farise© captains „9 
for example (ef, Spicer 1954ag 146-147)

Beliefs- and Ceremonials 
Kie religious belief system in the village appears 

to be almost entirely Christian; discussions with the most 
influential cantor a* who. is uneducated and untraveled 

i indicate that beliefSs particularly about Christ and his 
life/ are the orthodox ones0 Since she* along with 
printed texts* is the chief source of religious .lore in 
Meresichis her beliefs are most probably shared by all of 
the inhbaitants„ Life in general in Meresichi is ex
tremely secular* and no instances of magic* sorcery* 
witchcraft* or pf taboos that interfere with daily life 
were encountered0 Some such beliefs almost certainly 
exist but they are not overtly apparent nor do they seem, 
to be objects of dominant concern* ones which would be 
diseussed by the townspeopleo .
- / .People in Meresichi often say that religion is



something that should be taken seriously and treated 
gravely» yet only a small segment of the population con
forms to such views and then only occasionally <, Saint6 s 
days are- times for feting those bearing the Saint8s name 
with music from the cantina<> with small parties in the 
homess and with large quantities of meseal in the case 
of male adults„ Dances.are held on most major feast 
daysy and several times, during Lent as well/ and all 
these religious times provide excuses for indulgence in 
drinko When somber and sad behavior is called.for8 only 
the religious specialistss many of the older womens and 
very few of the men approximate the ideal behavioral 
patternso When the fiesta is to be on a large scales 
those at the conclusion of Holy Week and the three day 
celebration on San Xsidr©8s day for examplemany out
siders come to the village for the funi and the temporary 
food and drink stands set up in the plaza and the can
tina all do a booming business 0

Prayer services using printed texts read by one 
of the cantoras a- and rosaries. sung by a cant ora with the 
other people in attendance respondings•are the most com
mon religious services, The number of such services 
appears incongruous with the lack of concern with 
religious matters displayed by most of the inhabitants 
of Meresiehi (see Appendix Il)a and it is suspected that
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the services are more important for the social needs they 
serve» than for their religious functions0 At these 
meetingss usually held in the eveningss only women at
tends .and for many^ it is the only time that they leave 
the immediate vicinity of the household for days at a 
time o -

Two other religious practices found in the vil
lage are the taking of mandas ©r vows ̂ and the wearing of 
a habit© or religious costume0 ■ ¥©ws are made t© the 
Saints or t© Christ stating that if some request is 
granted3 the grantee will follow a particular line of be
havior <, A common vow taken by women is one where the 
person promises to wear the habjtoj men sometimes vow to 
enter the. fariseos or the whippings, which occur during 
Holy Weeks After a woman makes a manda to wear the . 
habit© and the favor is granted^ she may then hire some
one to wear the religious dress for her0 Children and 
the poorer women in the village are the most frequent 
substituteso

Most houses have either-a few■holy pictures in a 
corner of one room or a small altar with an image or two 
located along one wall. Few services are ever held in 
private homes and those which arefl usually take place 
in a home of one -of the canteras« Velorios^ or wakes for 
the dead3 are sometimes held in private homes0 They



Taati&lly last all night 3 and Involve praying and s inging 0- 
The hostess provides food for those invited to attend»

■ The major ceremonial periods in the village are 
Holy W@@k5.the four days surrounding the fiesta of:San - 
Isidro i, and Christmas' Eve. Throughout the year the feast 
days of various Saints are ohserved with greater or 
lesser interests particularly depending on the number 
pf individuals in the village carrying the particular 
Salnt^s name. : :h. ;' \

Two Items found in the ceremonial life of the 
villagers are possibly of aboriginal origins pascola 
dances done by the farlseos during Holy Week-, and a cere
mony, called fmgmaro, held Easter Sunday afternoon» The 
pascola dance, consisting of a rhythmic shuffling of 
the feet, is. done by individual, farlseos during their 
anticso The dances are done spontaneously by any given 
■ farise©, and need not be accompanied by music 0 The term, 
sometimes rendered "pahcola,11 refers only to the dance- 
step, 'not :to , the dancer, nor is there in Meresichi any 
formalisation of the dance-— it Is casually done as part 

' •-ofth^: ■routine; 'behavior;' of the farlseos« Spicer believes 
that the term "pascola" is of Yaqui derivation rather 
than %&nlsh (idems 173-174), hence it is possible that 
the closely related Opata may have had a cognate form; 
in fact, the term was used circa 1765 to describe a
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dance in northern Sonora (Trentlein 1949? I8l-l82)0 It 
is also possible that the term, if not the step itself, 
has been introduced into the village by traveling 
Yaquis who are known to have put on pascola dances In 
Meresichi„ This last suggestion is given weight by the 
failure of several of the town8s oldest citizens to 
identify the term "pascola" as a dances many thought it 
referred to the activities of the participants in the

The taguaro, though it is no longer remembered as 
such, appears to be . a survival of an Opata scalp dance 
celebrating the taking of an Apache scalp (Hrdlicka 1904s 
76-77). Easter Sunday afternoon several of the men and 
youth who had taken part in the fariseo group, plus some 
who had not, dressed in women5s clothes, painted their 
faces with bluing and lipstick, and disappeared into 
the brush in back of the village 0 The party included 
about fifteen men and boys in all. Wear the church a 
long carrizo cane was set up and a small, carved figure 
placed on top. This figure, carved from a length of 
pitahaya cactus, was about eighteen, inches long and 
humanoid in appearance, It was dressed In red crepe 
paper clothes under which was-hidden a large erect 
phallus. The figure was treated most casually prior to 
being placed atop the pelej the carvers carried it about
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Plate 4. (Upper left) Young girl wearing a hablto or re
ligious costume. (Upper right) Procession coming out of 
church on Vlemes de dolores. (Center) Pariseo captain 
working on church roof. (Lower left) Sentencing of Christ 
by Pilate on Good Friday morning. (Lower right) Farlseos 
taking figure of Judas around to houses on Holy Saturday 
morning. Only one is in costume.



exhibiting to all first eoFered by cl©things then while 
the viewer was contemplating the handiwork5 the dress 
would be whipped aside displaying the phallus, Whatever 

.:the reaetions it would be followed by gales of laughter 
by all present =

: After the costumed group had been in the brush
for about twenty minutes# adults and children began to 
gather in front of the church» Men carried rifles and 
many were drunk; children began collecting animal drop
pings and piling them up; the few women present just 
stood byo Suddenly the painted "Apaches" and "Commanehes" 
dashed out of the desert and made a rush for the pole 
upon which was fixed the figure . As they came they 
shouted and jumped# made threatening gestures# and final
ly began to chase the children who were pelting them 
with animal droppings. Children captured were carried out 
of the village; the whole Apache group retired after a 
few more minutes. In the two following attacks# coming 
about ten minutes apart# the Apaches and Commanehes con
tinued to attempt capture of the children# and more and 
more would dance around the pole <, On the final pass all 
of the raiders danced under the pole and the male by
standers began to shoot at the figure at the top. Two 
or three dozen shots were fired and failed to dislodge 
the figure; finally the carrizo pole was-shaken by hand
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and with all of the participants in attendance5 it was 
carried off to the spring just below Meresiehis and 
there ized by god-parents previously chosen, r :

Scalp dances are reported for the aboriginal 
©patas (Beals 1932= 192), but one described for the - 

; Opatas circa 1761 differs entirely from the contemporary 
taguar©(RudoEnsayo 19511 67-68)0 If the dance was 
originally designed to commemorate a victory over the 
Apaches, it certainly was begun during the time of the 
Spanish, or even as late as the 19th century. Most. 
probably the dance was begun with the sanction of 
Catholic priests, and it is possible that the taguaro 
represents a Jesuit or Franciscan substitute for the 
aboriginal scalp dance.

Religious Attitudes and Participation 
Participation in religious affairs in Meresichi 

lacks the quality of intensity noted for other Mexican : 
rural villages. This report covers a period of time when 
the ceremonial cycle reaches its.peak, yet attendance, at . 
any of the ceremonies and services rarely included as V 
muchas one-half of the population, and often less than 
one-quarter of the residents were present. Religious 
events are anticipated some weeks in advance and are



discussed them passed over with little note
taken of them by many ©f the people„ Townspeople began 
to talk about the coming fiesta of San Juan two weeks 
before the date (June 24)j when the traditional proces
sion carrying San Juan8 s picture wound down to the 
river@ there were about eighteen young girls * six adult 
womens and three men in the groupe When the procession 
of Yiemes d@ Dolores (Good Friday) started out of the 
church door late in the afternoon^ the men were playing 
baseball directly in its path. The baseball game stopped 
only long enough to allow the procession, composed of 
about thirty-five women and children^ to passs and then 
the game continued.-©ne man stood up from where he had 
'.been, watching the game and asked indignantly, "Is no one 
going to go?” then he alone joined the procession. ; >

Hen virtually never attend the weekly or dally 
prayer services s and even during Holy Week male attendance 
at any function appears to vary directly with the poten
tial for amusement the event may be expected to haves 
when fariseos are expected many men come.to watchi when 
the procession is to consist of the way of the cross 
only, men are conspicuously absent. About half a dozen 
of the high prestige villagers5 all White and well-to- 
do or richg were noted as not taking part in any cere
monies — all of these are men. At no ceremony were men,
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including those participating and those merely observing,
much more than onequarter of the total group0

Male participation :ln rellgioue affaire : differs ,:
markedly according to the racial-economic group to which 
the individual belongs= When men do take part, fulfill
ing the needs of the various processions, they are al
most entirely from households classified as Indian and 
as being pooro lost of those belonging to Indian house
holds are more or less active in church affairs, even if 
merely as spectators = Mo person considered an Indian 
was an outspoken critic of the priest as were some of 
the #iitesv" . . :. / .v  ̂ '

1® such differehtial pafticlpation is found among 
women from households Of the different status groups =
All but one or two women in the village attend church 
more or less regularly, and at some of the processions 
during Holy leek all but about ten of the adult women 
of the village were present» Though Indian women dominate 
the formal religious statuses, the membership in the 
;:yothig::;girl^:: group/- is: not restricted by family status5 
many of the most active girls arelfrbm well-to-do 
families 0; ;  ■ . ' '

Participation in religious activities does not 
carry with it high prestige in the village« Several of 
the cantoras are, in every day life, treated with disdain
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'."by many White malesj one eantora  ̂the reported "leader" 
of the groups was seen to be pushed about by a man0 These 
wdmen are rarely aocorded the.respect, title "Dona,," and 
in speech are often deprecateds particularly by White 
men. Even many of the Indians show them no particular 
respect in non-religious matters = Most of the cantoras 
are5 on the basis of other criteria for prestige in 
Meresichij, candidates fdr the least amount of it in the 
village. All but one are Indian̂ , all are poor. three 
have illegitimate children, all but one live in casas de 
dos nabesj, and all reside in households wherein mescal 
is made or sold. Their general prestige positions ap
pear to be hardlyif -at alls affected by the religious 
offices they fill. :

Most of the men active in religious life are not 
in the generally depressed status positions whence come 
the cantoras. The semi-permanent captain #f the fariseos 
is one of those individuals # 105, though exhibiting many 
characteristics associated with low prestlge^ is respected 
in the community for his personal attributes b- In 195& ;
the two additional captains of fariseoss one from an 
Indian household, the other from one considered to be 
"mixed" were both men accorded some prestige. The old 
man who always hovers around the ceremonials, while 
treated with levity by many of the Whites, is accorded
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a measure of prestige by all and Is shown deference by 
most of the Indians, Activity in religious affairs does 
not seem to have any noticeable effect on the prestige, - - 
position for either men or women. ' '

Overt devoutness in religious matters is rare in 
Meresiehi„ Even the eantoras seem to be as much concerned 
with the social aspects of the sacred life, as they are 
with God and the church0 Only the old woman who takes 
care of the church building demonstrates a consistent 
interest in prayer, the'welfare,of the soul, and the 
sanctity of the place ©f worship.0 fe her, the religious 
fiestas are times of processions, prayers, sadness, and 
joy% to the mass of the villagers they are times of 
dances, visitors, meals, with meat, drinking, with a pro
cession in the afternoon to watch„ During Lent the cus
tomary Sunday night dances are always held, and some 
individuals remarked to the effect that, “Lent is sad 
in many places, but not her® in Meresiehi011 The church 
building itself. In many parts of Mexico a. sacred place, 
appears to. .derive Its. sacred character in Meresiehi as 
much from the Ceremonies taking place in it at a parti
cular time as from any sacredness inherent in it. Dur
ing the baseball games played in front of the church, 
one of the minor objectives of the sport is to hit the 
ball through the open roof of the structure. This has
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an unknown'potential for destruction to the altar and 
the Images'the building contains^ they eould b@ easily 
damagede When the, ball does go in# men and boys swarm 
: up the walls ©r under the- deer# and after the ball is 
retrieved# someone always remains ©n top of the walls to 
@lown.e

An extreme attitude toward the manifestations of 
religion in the village was illustrated by one man# a 
Whltefl who dismissed the entire Holy Week-ceremonialism 
as a hold-over from the days ©f the aboriginalsj he took 
•no part in any of them* This# a slightly atypleal at
titude is# however# indicative of the dispassion with 
which many people view religion in their own community» 
Instead of being adherents of a traditionally derived# 
sacred area of belief and ceremonialism# many of the 
villagers view religion merely as another part of their 
contemporary existence to be either enjoyed or not de
pending ©n what ©Is® there is to do at the moment # or 
what entertainment value it is expected to have0 Actual 
participation# and attitudes no doubt to sbm© degree# 
are influenced by-purely social factors 0 The control of 
the church offices by Indian households seems, to have 
been the case in the past and will continue for sometime 
into the futurec All accounts of past cantoras describe 
them as Indian women# and presently all but one of those
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who help the eamtoras are Indian womena and they presum
ably will fill any vacancies0 This association ©fa'- 
type of activity with the lowest prestige group in the 
village limits"' participation by" those" at . the top & .. Boles 
in the ceremonials are handed out by the eantorasa and 
very often:g© to relativess and though a well-to-do White 
could likefly obtain any of them by asking^ they never 
seem to do s.©0 Only one adult White "came out" as a 
fariseo in 1 9 5 5 s  while at the same time several adults 
classified as mixeds and Indiana were among the group» 
This Whiteg a man from Hera©slll©9 was chided by nearly 
everyone while acting as a fariseog.he is possibly the 
lowest prestige male in the village classified as White 0 

Some of the attitudes held in the village toward 
religion* and its role in life* are illustrated by the 
village8s reaction t© Protestant missionaries o About 
two years ago* a group of men representing two Protestant 
denominations started visiting Meresiehi about once a 
montho How they were initially accepted is not known* 
but they were successful in renting a house in the vil
lage which they converted into a simple church, Here 
they began having prayer meetings centering around 
singing* music played over a gas ©line-powered record 
machine * and sermons dealing with "fundamental" Chris
tianity „ All of the individuals of the missionary group*
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and they vary from meeting to meetings are personally • 
liked by most of the villagers and they are esteemed by 
most for the work they have done on some of the roads„

. Though a e©re of resistance^ centered around the 
eantoras and their families*> has developed* most of the 
villagers have no strong feelings -either toward them or 
against themo Their prayer meetings usually draw thirty 
or more people and they are often successful in obtain
ing two or three “testimonies for Christ*1' or public 
protestations of faith0 But in all this time they have 
been successfulin obtaining only one conversion* and . this 
from a man who had recently lost his wife and who was 
offered the opportunity to travel about Sonora.with the 
missionarieso The many people who attended the services 
have dome so to hear the singing and music and to.take 
advantage of the easy friendship to be had at the meet
ings* It also provides relief for what would otherwise 
be a routine evening* Though the priest has scathed the 
Protestants during his sermons in the church* and the 
Catholic weekly sent to the village has printed articles 
denouncing them* no villagers could cite any major 
doctrinal differences between what they believe and what 
is taught by the missionaries* The major criticism made 
of the religion offered by the visitors is that it re
quires complete abstinence from smoking* drinking*
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CHAPTER VI

'C .\ \ ' - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS V
• ■ : . ;  : ,  , •

 ̂■ In 19©2S Hrdlleka remarked of:the Opata Indians 
.' ©f Sonoras Mezleoc, . "The tribe is disappearing in. a- man
ner exceptional among American trifees--fey, voluntary . 
amalgamation with the whites » „ =“ (Hrdliekag see .. 
afeove) <, Johnson5 1m a summary report on this groups : ; 
published in 195©s remarks that the "o .I Opata have 
completely disappeared today as a eultural and, ethhie 
entlty,, (Johnsons see aboy® )o\ This paper has attempted 
to describe-, the state of eultural assimilations -as well 
as the position of the descendants of the Gpatas in 'eon- 
temporary Sonoran .societyj,: as exemplified in one small 
. Sonoran village» . , - ,' ’1 r 1;;i; v:-: • , ; . v ■ '•

; This village Is located la the. Sam Miguel valley 
of north-central Sonera. There are continuous reports. 
from, shortly'after the Conquest period to the present 
■-deseilfe&gr'piia ' :as. ::0ne inhabited by ©patas s or, a.
regional variant of that tribe„ Mereslohi>. founded some- 
-rtlme in the early 18th eenturys is loeatedona high 
irlver ::terra@i® ■ ©verlooklng th#: asribultural:V land which ■ , 
pertains to it. The material. euXturej) as far as it' is .'
. possible ;t© tell» appears: to bê  -almost entirely - ©f>.

-I ^ ' \d '  :"-153 ' ' '   ̂ ' '  ' ' :.
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derivationQ Much of the technology is Colonial 
Ln levela but knowledge ®f modem .agricultural 

techniques is als® founds Most objects ©f material eul-

clofchesfl pumpss tracks s farm machinerys battery-operated
$s etc o Ths

Spanish and none know more than a few words of a language 
reported by them to be 0patao. . .

The three hundred and twelve people in the vil
lage are distributed in fifty-min® householdss mostly= 
nuclear family in type. The ideal marriage relationship 
is said to be ©me based on a formalized marriage ceremonys 
and about one-half of the households are headed by 
couples of this type. Other household® center, around 
e@ti.ples living in free unions and ©thers are composed of 
groups ©f relatives living together without a cohabiting 
couple, being present. Eight households are composed of 
unmarried women and their offspring. In some ©f these 
eases there are three generations resident in a single 
household., none of whom have had a sociological father.

Religion^ as practiced in the villages is #f a 
type sometimes called "folk Cathelie"| a blend ©f 
Spanish Catholicism and folk beliefs from the Colonial 
Period,, influenced t© some degree by both modern ©rth©-

belief system. There is no



resident priest in the village and all eeremeniallsra 
©f four female5 
©f the year r® 

the lives ©f the villagerss and' even when the eeremoni 
round is at its peak5 many villagers are merely spec
tators 9' net partieipants» These participating most 
actively in religious affairs are the •families and 
'friend® ©f the religious specialists= S@me pe@pl®s 
ly mena are antagonistic t© the religious practitioners5 
and d® not participate t@ any degree in church activi
ties 0 .Frotestant missionaries^ active in the village 
fer about two years* have made only one conversion* and 
are generally regarded by the villagers as inoffensive 
and often entertainingo

The economy of the village is based on the ©ulti-

8 til by the
®s

engage in eul- 
i item eonsisl 

alcoholic beverage* mescal, 
the fermented

of the illicitly-:
Thi s drink* dlstilied 
species of the agave 
within the village. The raw materials are

for sal 
collected



Itselfo Suehs either in the fields' @r in the 
is highly seasons,!s and even when

it this- time ;thr®e househeMs de®inat@ the' ee©-' 
lene „ They mm the two main stores a the trucks s 

the mechanised wellss large. herds. @f cattle^ and in addi
tion s mm ©r e©ntr@l nearly ©ne-half ©f the available 
agricultural land 0 These families have ©mly recently 
come t© the village and have few non-eeonomie ties within 
ito Because ©f their lack @f long-time social, relation
ships within the,village5' and their far superior wealth 
position*/ they very nearly are not part of the status 
system of Meresiehio

In a scheme outlining soeio-eeonemie stratifica
tion in Mexico* it is likely thatlall of the inhabitants 
©f Meresiehi* excluding the rich* would be classified in 
a rural-lower-class0 As would be expected* however* 
there is within the village variation in regard t® wealth 

io At the top are those families who own some 
cattle* and hence have some stored capital<,

These are called- the well-te-d®. For this group* eating 
is not dependent ©n either a day8 s wage labor .©rrthe 
success of the crops in any given year'o At the bottom 
©f the scale are those who' have neither land nor cattle 
and-who are dependent for subsistence on either the sale
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of a run of mescal* or the successful sale of their energy 
through wage labor. In this village neither of these 
grants a very high return.

These are the two .extremes3 day-to-day subsistence* 
contrasted with security for a year at least.. Between 
these extremes there is a continuous gradation of com
parative wealth positions. The two end points of the 
continuum are recognised by the villagers through the use 
of equivalent terms to the "well-to-do" and the "poor"g 
those near the middle are herein called those who "get 
along.11

Mother way in which the villagers classify each 
other is in terms ©f assumed racial background. Physical . 
•type among the people ©f Meresiehi is extremely varied. 
There are blonds with blue eyes* redheads* brunettes* 
and.individuals.wh# are extremely dark. The villagers 
can and do rate their neighbors on assumed racial origin. 
The categories recognized areg "the Whites*" "the 
mixed*" and "the Indian." It Is unlikely that any of the 
villagers.represent either pure European or pure Opafca 
stock. Most* but not all* of the Individuals socially 
classified as Indians admit having had parents ©r grand
parents who culturally identified.as such.. Several ©f 
the White households can trace part of their ancestry 
back to Europe of.the 19tk century.
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These two rating scaless one dealing with wealth 

position and th© other with assumed or apparent, racial■ 
background„ are not entirely independent ©f each other0 
In facts they each include about the same personnel at 
the same levels. The category, "the Whitesn encompasses. 
not only those who display - what are thought to be 
European racial featuress but also refers to those near 
the upper end of the wealth continuum. In turn* the 
category "Indian18 includes all but one of the households 
considered to be poor. Only one individual in the village 
who is considered t© be Indian, is among those considered 
to be well-to-do^ only a single household classified as 
White is among those considered to be poor.

Some meanings that adhere to the status “Indian" 
are hinted at by contrasting Indian and White participa
tion in the aspects of culture discussed in this paper. 
Less than 50$ of the Indiana own land* more than 70$ of 
the Whites d©| around 65$ of the Indians are supported by 
making mescal* not a single household classified as White 
is.: so supported^ of the ten households composed of an 
unmarried woman with children* six are Indian*.one Is 
White| religious participation in general is dominated 
by individuals classified as-Indians— many Whites do 
not participate at all.

By no means* however* are the categories "Indian"
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and "White" im anything like a easte relationship,,
There is a eontinuous intergradation of statuses, between 
the two ends* and only at the ends is there found com
plete agreement as,to who belongs where„ There are 
seventeen households consistently classified as Indian 
and twenty-three as White„ Those near the middle are 
usually referred to as “mixed*11 but on some occasions* 
various of these were assigned/t# one #r another ©f the 
.other two■ categorieso The two households that seem to 
offer the greatest difficulty in this way Involve house
holds wherein the inhabitants d© not display the expected 
•physical features associated with a particular status 
positions when this conflict occurs* the factor of 
physical type is Ignored and status assignment is mad® 
on the basis ©f other status, criteria* of which, physical 
appearance is only ©n@o •

In regard to those, areas of culture wherein par
ticipation is at a different level for members of the 
Indian and Whit© categories* it should be remembered 
that this differential participation is noted for only 
the extreme p©siti6>ns <, Even at the ends of the eontlnua 
differences must be cited in terms of percentages* not 
in absolutes* Except for the manufacture of mescal it 
would be difficult* if not impossible* to point to a 
cultural pattern not shared by some Indians and some



Whites o And. though meseal making is n©t now a source ©f 
income for any White households» it is said in the vil
lage that most of the men in' the town have mad® it at 
©me time ©r another0 ''.
. Several possible results of the .acculturation
proeoss have been pointed, to in • bothtthe memeramdum ©n 
aeenltnratlon by Hedfi©lds Mnton and Herskovits (Red- 
field ®t al. 1936) and in a later article by Spicer 
(Spieea? 1954b), One of these possible adjustment pat
terns t© the e©nta©t situation is that called “complete 
assimilation11 (itoido g 666) 0 This situation finds the 
culture ©f one group being replaced by anotherj the pat
terns of on® being submerged by those of the other0 If 
complete assimilation be defined as the process ©f 
complete cultural'-transference* it might be suggested 
that.something very like this describes the contemporary 
result ©f the acculturation process as it has occurred 
in Meresiehio Only isolated items ©f what may have 
been ©pata culture remain* and non® of these ar® seeming
ly central to the contemporary culture of the village 0 
W© doubt many of the cultural patterns practiced in the 
village today have been influenced to some degree by 
aboriginal customs * that, is* some $1 blending81 must have 
taken placeo ©ne' area where this i® clearly true is 
that of gathering wild crops| another where it may pos-
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slbly be trae Is religion= The former Is of little 1m-

)ean in origin 0 _ 1 :
If assimilation, be allowed also to refer t© social 

integrations again the data from this, village 
the statement that here the descendants ©f the Opatas 
very nearly completely assimilated0 A diagram of 
genealogical and affinal relationships 'would show that 
almost all of the households are related in seme way to 
most of the. otherso While such relationships are de
cidedly less close between households located at the op
posite ends of the wealth-race continuum^ they are fre
quently presento rt is then suggested that if, 
assimilation be allowed to means (A) complete 
@ne@ of cultural patterns j, and (B) the integration of 
the descendants of the two parent cultures into a single 
system of connected statusess then this village repre-

Howevers this c 
position in the status

within the total status 
tributed.throughout the

o If

oes not in any way.describe the 
system of the descendants ©f the 
s clear that in some- way, though 
system̂ , they are not evenly dis- 
varieus levels of prestige 
rather than cultural patterns 
similation refers to
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eultural transferenees then a® equivalent tern is needed 
to describe the •social placement of the descendants of 
the aboriginal group in the status system of the village6 
Assimilation covers only shared patterns of behavior^ it 
does not deal with.the nature of. the social adjustment of 
the personnel of.the two cultures, one© distincts now 
sharing these behavioral patterns0 ̂

The social adjustment of groups to each others 
in the contact situation,, might well be as varied as are 
the cultural responses (ef„ Ezell 1956s 15-20)s and in
deed the two are 'often indistlnguishably intertwined^
When the result of the contact situation is complete as
similation, however, the social adjustment of the groups 
to each other may be divided into two typess (1) those 
where social placement of all individuals is in no way 
influenced by traditional cultural affiliations| (2) 
those situations wherein the social placement of an in
dividual is in some way dependent on his traditional cul
tural affiliationo .In the first ease, which might be 
called "social -approximation," the factor of ethnicity 
is not important in the assignment of prestige0 All in
dividuals in the culture, sharing patterns of behavior, 
have equal opportunities to achieve high prestige re
gardless of "racial" or ethnic descent0 The Irish, for 
example, in most parts of the United States today
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represent a group' in soeial approximation t© all other 
groups in America0 Often recognized as ©f Irish extrae- 
,ti©np sueh individuals rarely if ever face any barriers 
to prestige achievement stemming from their identifica
tion with the Irisho Ethnicity is not a factor in their 
.social.placemento " . -

Contrasting with such a group ̂ characterized by 
' complete assimilation and by social approximation as 
w@lls are those wherein assimilation is complete but 
where social approximation, has not occurred« Obviously 
the situation in Meresiehi represents one of theses 
that iSj, social approximation has not occurred» In terms 
of assigned prestige s the Indians in this community are 
generally ranked below Whites 0 Ho Indian is cited as 
one of the most respected men in the village3 no White 
is deprecated to the extreme that are some Indians*
Those items which define Indian status-dark skin color, 
low wealth position, mescal making, and religious 
specialisation, for example?-are almost always accorded 
low prestige in the community— sometimes.by those 
people who fill the status HIndian” themselves«

It is concluded,then, that the Indians, while 
completely integrated into the social system, are denied 
access t© the whole range■of the status positions in 
the society by virtue ©f their assumed relationship to a
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lowly-esteemed aboriginal groupa whieh culturally has 
disappearedo The:society consists of people wh® have 
many common understandings5 no ®n® segment of whom is 
completely ignorant of the nature ©f any other segmente s 
cultural behavior = In faets with only a few exceptions 
these behavior patterns are shared by all, but with 
differing degrees of participation in some of them by 
some segments of the population0 Some people do not 
regularly engage in some economicy religiouss or social 
practices in which others do engage0 This differential 
participation in certain ©f these patterns5 in combina
tion with physical criteria^ defines various statuses 0 
Sue ef these is that of the Indian* This status is 
generally accorded low ranks and as far as the behavior 
associated with this status is assumed to be of 
aboriginal derivations a blockage to social approximation 
is maintained0 Completely random placement ©f the de
scendants of the two ©nee distinct cultural groups has 
not ©ceurredo



NOSES

lo A report im preparation by Thomas B0 Hint©n5 cover- ■ ing an ethnographic survey of northern and ©astern Sonora dene by hims should remedy the present lack of ethnographic information for this region of Sonora«
2o This population figure for the Opatas and Jovas has been questioned0 Some feel that a more likely figure would be somewhere near 30 0̂00°
3o - This is a variant spelling.©fa term often rendered nAibin©o" The Aibihe appear t© have been a group .©f Opatas who ©eeupied the Matape:valley»
40 Literallya in Spanish5 the ancestors or the predecessors o As used in Meresiohis howevers antepasados ap- pears to be used- primarily in reference to the indigenous peoplea now gon@a who ©nee inhabited the village„ It comes to have the■same meaning as Indian or lnd£genaa . but with reference to past time =
. 5° A random: .sample' of all the sherd material found ©n top.©f the terrace was collected0 Along with a few stone artifacts ©©lleetediin the village^ this collection is new in the Arizona State Museums University of 
Aris©nas Tucson0
60 This house-type is found throughout the San Miguel valley and in.most of Sonora to the east (Hinton 1956b)*
7o There is a good discussion of bracer© attitudes toward the; United Statesa as well as of their reaction to and their position in their own village when they return fromtthe United States^ in Taylors 1933= The attitudes described by Taylor closely parallel, those found, in Meresichi.
80 For a more extensive treatment of the geography of a very similar area see Hewesy 1935 ° This short article has a good description of the sugar cane-corn-beans- wheat agriculture as it was in the 193©,%s« The report deals with Huepacj, a town in the Sonora River valleys almost due east of Opodepe»
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9= For a deseription of how these foods are mades see Hlnt©ns 1956ao His report deals with eastern Sonora0
10o' The manufacturing techniques used in the production 
©f this pottery are described in Owen, 1957o
11o The term "married" is herein used to refer to those couples who, more ©r less, permanently, reside together«It includes people who are legally married and those who are a©t| it is consistent with the usage of the term in Meresiehio ■
12o The Spanish terms are g huero, rubio, bianco, moreno, prleto, and negro, respectivelyo
13o Both this system of classification and that dealing with wealth position were derived from conversations with inhabitantso Lists were -taken of those people considered to be Indian and White, while “mixed" is a compilation of people so indicated by informants.and a residual category into which households not classified by the villagers were usually placed when these data were analysed,,
X40 Some ©t the difficulties faced in attempting to sort out the Indian and European components of Latin American culture are pointed out in an article by Foster, 1951=
15 o ' The author hopes to be. able to describe completely the Lenten observances in Mereslchi, and more explicitly compare them with the well-described Y&qui ceremonials, in another paper,'
16= For the "loan" ©f this term I am-.indebted - to Dr* Leonard Broom* . ...



h;:'':'-'';' APPENDIX I' -'' : ■1.,, ■ '" " 
FREQUENCY OFSURNAMES IN MERBSICHIs SONORA5 MEXIOO^

; ........ Names : No. of.. ' • No, of ." v ; ;•, :> houseNoM ' beMs individuals 
' ' : : y : ' : : ' ''. ' - bearing name, : bearing name'
: ' ' ' ' , lo. Aeuna: 0 , ; 1 • ' '

2= Andrade 4 : 28
.' - 3, Amgmlo 'I-.; . ■ 4

' ;4„ • Angar ' ■ r  ■ . ■ ■. ■ V : . 2 .
' • 5o Br-ookman ' . :-v..2/, ' . 15 ' '

'' 6, Carillo :.rl ' . ' : ; 1 •
' ' 7, Carranza . 5

8, Castillo '  ̂" 3
; ' 9« Contreras' 5

. 1 0 ,  Coronado ''''.'Q.. / " 3
' 11, -CraB v - v'. : ;D; ;; V ' . 10. • ;
12, Eneinas; 0 '. 2

■ " 13, Enrique- ' : ■ : ■" - 7
. ; 14, Esquer , ; A:1 - 3
: - ; 15,. Fermamdes ■ ■: . - v- 4- \ ' 22 ■ .' . ,

16, OuaraquI^ y..:# :: . - ■ ■ : 22-■ ;
: ’ ' 17, LopeM ’ 3 ■■■■' ; 33
. 18, Mart&eg: ' 53

19, Matt a ■  ̂ 1 8
' 20, Mendoza : . 3 ; 1 ; "x. ;;,-v - 16 ^
21. 'Miranda; : , ' x .'I,.. ... : 4l \

r ' 22, Moreno : 0 ; 1
23, Nwez /" 1- ., 6

- 24'. Olivarilla 0- 1
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Names N©0 ©f' - . N@o ©fhousehold heads individuals bearing name ;, hearing name
25o Paco ;1;

1
1
1
2
1

i
4
1
3 
6
4

26o Paredes
27 <» Parra •
28 0 ,Q,uintana 
29= Qulntanar 
30 c, Ramirez ,
31o Ribas . ' ' 0 - 3
32c Robles • 1 ;3
33. Rodriguez . /; 0 ; . 2
34c Roma. 1 . 1
35. Santa Maria - 3 ,v/: ■ 13
36 c .. Savalsa ■.: •';, 1 ; ' v- : ; ■ 3
37 . Sinohui^ ; - y . 3
38. Teran /' " /I \ :J.-. 1
39. Tomogua^ 1 1
40 c Trujillo O ' :■ ■ 1
'41 oValenzuela • 2 8
42» Vasquez © 2

^Married women and widows both have been classified by their maiden names= y
; . .. .̂ These; names,-: are considered, to be aboriginal inorigin by ,, the villagers 



APPENDIX II
CE1EM0NIAL CA3LENDAR OF MEBESICHIs SONORA^ MEXICO8'

Date Heliday Observances-
January 6 

Lent

March 18

Epiphanyb

Ash Wednesday 
San Jos^ .

Palm Sunday

H©ly Thursday

Two ©r more days of dancing by pas tore So .Social dance 0
Prayer services every Friday night o
Nothing
Prayers in church in the . morningo

in church in the

Prayers in church in the morning! church bells substi- ■ tuted for by drum and raatraeai altar draped in black!"after- noon procession! fariseos appear at nighti .procession at 
,nighto

Good Friday ' Fariseos active all day! noon
Christ! afternoon! might! reaches'

in late procession at activity

Holy Saturday Figure @f Judas taken from house to> house by fariseos collecting- food and money! fariseos are whipped by angel- itos while Judas Is burnel outside the church— women pray inside»- End of "sad- •B of Lent! drinking and'bsgim.i;-.v:c 1: ,
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Date Holiday Observances

Easter Sunday

May

May 3

May 15

Jim© 

June 6 

June 24

Procession in mornings baptism of fariseoss taguaro held in•late afternoon« Social dance in'evening that may last two or mere days o
Prayers in church every nighto
Procession.to a nearby hills new house crosses made»
Patron of the village-- masss procession with image to fieldss four day fiestas 
13th to I6th| social dancing in piasa under a dance ramada called the pariAn«

Month of the Prayer services every night, Sacred Heart
San- Antoni®. Prayer services in the

Month of the Virgin
Day of the Holy Gross

San Isidro Labrador

San Juan Procession-with image to river at nights bathing of image and the hair of participants s expectancy 
of onset of rainy season.

October 4 San Francisco Those who are able travelto fiesta at Magdalena 
(ef» Dobyns 1950)=



Date Holiday Observances

December 24 Christmas Eve Said to be the third mostimportant fiesta after Lent andSan Isidro^s»

aThis list intensively covers only that period covered by the author0 s' residence— March 1st to July
-iat,;:v ■  ̂V-'vV :/ V ■ - " - ' "

- ' No name or exact date was given by informantsfor- this , fiestaj it occurs either‘late in December or early in January| some informants cited both times,, Epiphany is used here because, "pasteres" are associated with that fiesta In other'parts of Mexico„
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